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for three decades. We have extensive experience in
making the most of your current infrastructure while
providing you with your best options for the future.
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nology landscape as it continues
to evolve in exciting directions
during this decade, driven by
mobile, social, cloud, and big data
technologies.
James S. Gross, PhD
Longwood University,
retired
The trending challenges and
o p po rtu n iti es with tech n o logy have
created synergies for lT that we
have never embraced before.
What an exciting time for lT!
Mark Reynolds
lT Associate Director
University of
New Mexico
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Massive OPen Online Course: A New
Form of lnformation Transfer
by Ron J. Kovac, PhD, Ball State Univ.
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by Corinne M. Hoch, PMP
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Thanks to the companies that support
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lmprove the eff iciency of moves, adds, and changes on university and
educatron campuses with Brady's NetDoc@ Cable Management softwa
is an easy-to-use web-based solution that lets you document everythin
backbone cables to pathways and locations.
NetDoc@ software features:
r Drag-and-drop movements for documenting connections
r Support for TI4-606-8 identification schemes
r lntegration with Brady's LabelMark-'cable label creation software
Learn more at www.BradylD.com/NetDoc
LEARN MORE!
Scan the QR code to learn more
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SDNs are not the slam dunk that
other types ol virtualization have
been. Moving to an SDN can
disrupt the university network in-
lrastructure, be costly, and create
manage m e nt cha ll eng es.
Paul Korzeniowski
page 34
Stalt have a new expectation lor
the wo* of the tutare: not as silos,
but as one community. The gains
ertend beyond the vifiualiza-
tion solution to include abundant
opp ortu n ities tor professi ona I de -
velopment, the creation ol strong
support nefuorks, and a more
unitied lT community.
SueWorkman
Indiana University
Cover: The lPearl lmmersion Theatre at the James
B. Hunt Jr. Library. page 10
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Booking lt-High Tech StYle
by Curt Harler
The new James B. Hunt |r. LibrarY at
NCSU is a futuristic model of technol-
ogy at its best. This article explains why
college libraries have a new standard of
excellence.
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Near Field Gommunication Brings
Gonvenience to GamPus
by Hugh Grffiths
Access management, attendance
reporting, and contactless payments
are only the beginning of how NFC is
making life easier on today's campuses.
But there's more, such as menus of
information and service options that
are contextual to the geolocation of the
touchpoint.
19
Virtualization Goming to Enterprise
Networks
by Paul Korzeniowski
Is a virtual network in your campus's
future? There are plenty of hurdles to
overcome before you get there, but the
end result may be some interesting
functionality.
23
Preparing Union College's ResNet
lor the Post-PG Era
by Ellen Borkowski
Borkowski provides a birds-eye view of
Union College's network overhaul and
offers tips for funding, securitY, and
student expectations.
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Using Social Media During Times
ol Grisis
by Ioe Dysart
Connecting effectively with students,
faculry and staffin an emergency
requires familiarity with all the tools
that social media has to offer. Dysart
recommends 10 smart uPgrades for
your emergency toolbox.
29
Business Model lnnovation
Examples in Education
by J an - Martin Low en dahl
Learn about Livemocha, an online social
language learning platform that illus-
trates the potential role of IT in general
and CIOs in particular in business
model innovation in education.
34
lnstitutiona! Excellence Award:
lUanyWare at Indiana UniversitY
Indiana University won ACUTAs Insti-
tutional Excellence Award for empower-
ing its community with cutting-edge
services and enabling new possibilities
in teachng and learning. Learn how
their innovative model removed the
barriers of cost, timing, and location.
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ing Trends in Campus Tt,chnology." Top-
ics include new library trends, localiza-
tion services, virtualization, and gigabit
networks (to namejust a few).
Personally I enjoy the,se changes_
especially the patterns I am now seeing.
The walls between technology, business,
eclucation, and
a O O a O a O O O O O a a O academiaare
coming down.
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much thought
is being pur inro
the usability of
de,vices so that we
can concentrate on our ta.sk. All of these
trends are good but can be very unnerv-
ing to those who are unpr.epared and
don't keep up with the changing times.
This change creates sc,me problems
for us as the leaders of inlbrmation
technology on calnpuses. One problem
we face is how to keep our staff informed
and up-to-date on all this change. With
decreasing travel budgets and people's
reluctance to travel and br: out ofthe
oflice, we have to find other methods
to keep our staff informecl about new
technologies, emerging trends, and our
students' needs. One of the concepts that
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is emerging quickly and loudly to help
us is that ol a MOOC-massive open
online courseware.
A MOOC is a Web-based infor-
mation transfer environment where
participants exchange ideas, facts, and
other variations of knowledge with each
other. It is a form of distance education
that allows for collaboration, netrvork-
ing, and the exchange of information
within the Web. One MOOC can be
between tens, hundreds, or thousands of
participants who can be taught by one
trainer or instructor or rnultiple instruc-
tors within the group. The MOOC is
a free, open service where instructors
can give information to participants
quickly, efliciently, and without physical
presence. Opinions vary on the accuracy
and efficiency of MOOCs and whether
they are 1it to replace other methods of
information transfer, but surely MOOCs
have their place.
MOOCs challenge the idea of what
the typical learning process is. Generaliy,
MOOCs do not provide college credit
unless given permission by a univcrsity
or col1ege. When college credit is possible
for participants, the university or college
is normally the host of the MOOC, and
an internal trainer or professor is leading
the MOOC. New technology and trend
discussion topics can be addressed in
as much depth as the participants want
as long as it fits the given timeline. This
new-aged lorm of information transfer
can reach larger audiences better than
the typical learning environment, u,here
time and space are much more confined.
MOOCs also show a new direction for
inlonna t ion t ransfer/educa tion to a
more student-centered learning rather
than instructor-led learning.
We now live in a world where infor-
mation is everywhere and much easier to
get than ever before. MOOCs give people
an opportunity to exchange information
in an open forum with nothing more
or less than an Internet connection. In
a MOOC, the people participating are
in control of how often they are onlir-re,
how much they want to learn, how much
they participate in discussions, and
whether they have been successful in the
learning process. MOOCs are flr"rid and
can be based on any topic, technology, or
trend.
Participants using a MOOC may
face challenges. Technological inclina-
tion is necessary in order to find and
use a MOOC properly. This can be
problematic for those with disabilities,
but not for those people on our staff
who have the Internet and technology
savr,y. Due to the MOOC's fluid nature,
it can be difficult to stay on one specific
topic or idea for a sufficient amount of
time. Additional challenges are Iinding
the N{OOC with the proper validity and
credibility and dealing with a fluid time
position (you can miss an important
topic when you sleep).
Despite the challenges, many benelits
come from the use of MOOCs. One
benefit is the increased development of
technological skills and an understand-
ing of the educational environment
within our campuses. MOOCs also give
participants flexibility of time and do
0ne thing iS fOf Ggftain: Technotogyis changing rapidly, and
we must change with it. (I sometimes even wonder if the etymology of
the word technologf includes the concept of change.) In this issue of
the Journal,we will be looking at this change in the form of ,,Emerg-
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Point-to-Point
Gigabit Ethernet
ConnectivitY
Long lead-tirne?
Gostly deploYment?
Expensive leased lines?
not rc(luirc travcl or tittte au-:rY fl-om tl-rc
ofhcc. \'1O()(.s give peoplc a Ioice that
pror.iclcs t1-rc opirortunitv to lcarn trorc
Jl)(,ul (rt,( ol nt,lt\ 1]1i1.'r.'111 1,rf irr.
\ 11',1.'irt tlllcll olll ll( rrrLlfrr'ir.l
fornr o1'lcarning ttet' skills, netv technol-
ogr', an.l emcrging tlcllcls tl'rat reachcs
beyoncl thc troundaries of a utlrrnal con
lerence, training sessiotr, or clrtssrool.n. l
encorlrirge us, as lcadcrs u'ithin this Ilclc1,
to tlo onc of two things: (1 ) Look irrto tlle
\lOO(ls alrenclr' out thelc on the \fcb to
assist our sta[1-in keepit-rg r-Lp rt'ith cLlrrellI
technoio.qies atrcl lrctrcls. t'2) If t'clu cotl
sicler rrrr-rrsclf a leaclcr irr a Lcchnologr" or
trcncl, host a NlOOC to hclp othcrs grorv.
The more u,c give, thc more l,c ge1.
,\ncl, speahing of c1'rartgc, uelcotlle tir
a ncrv look fbr the AC ULl Jttttrnttl., txtr
tl,rgrlril' l'trl,li..rti,,rll \\. 11,r1'.' \,)tl r'llit)\
ollr nc\r irlagc irnci that, as alu'a1's, r'tltt
find topics oi interc'st in this issue. \{c
,tltr.trr lt r tu l)lr'\\'l)l irll,,r'm.ttion \()Ll ..lll
usc lbr personal lrrl professionirl grorl-th,
and t'e n elcottlc your comnlettts atlcl
si-rggcstions al atw tit-ne.
As ACLITAs presirlcnt frrr the cotning
t-car, I cncouragc \.t-tu to scncl tlc t'our
ideas for \{ays \\re can help each othcr.
If r''ou sce or hcirl about a collccPt that
l.oulcl Iurn c]'rallenges into sttcccsses,
share that u'ith othcrs thror-Lgh ACU'IA. I
;r r r"r rlrr.:rvs avililabI e a1 rkovac@rbsu.edn.
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Not so long ago I stood on the dais atthe42nd
annual ACUTA Business Meeting at the Manchester Grand Hyatt in
San Diego and listened to the electricbtzz in the room as you
completed and/or that they are ongoing.
Infrastructure upgrades took third place,
as reported at the Business Meeting,
perhaps to support the burgeoning con-
nectivity requisites.
Other initiatives or challenges include
the following:
. The issue of security (some research-
ing DMZ) as more and more services
are moving to the cloud (Google Apps,
Office 365, etc.) and mobility device
management demands it, transition-
ing from PRI to SIP trunking with one
school using that for disaster recovery,
identity management, and data center
consolidation/restructuring.
. Voicemail and PBX upgrades, sec-
ondary disaster recovery and backup site,
e-learning, and consolidation of services.
. Virtualizedservers,videoconferenc-
ing, replacing two-way radio service,
regional growth (the challenge of
providing the same level of services and
experiences offered at the main campus),
rate structure, PeopleSoft implemen-
tation, new student financial records
system, MPLS, master database strategy,
managed print services, Lync Online or
On Premise, Iimited staff, Ipv6 (who's
driving it and how to effectively deploy),
forklift communications upgrade,
business social network, and a Pinnacle
implementation.
It is interesting to note that when
asked how the economic recession of the
past few years affected your IT depart-
ment's spending, the majority of schools
responded that budgets are flat with
some project dollars available, followed
by the schools that reported that their
budgets are starting to increase, followed
by the schools that reported no change.
And then there are always the schools
that continue to live with budgetary
constraints.
shared so willingly your projects, budget_
ary status, cloud computj.ng efforts, and
impact of BYOD. That's one of the core
attributes of our organization-the net-
working, openness, sharing. That's what
makes us different from other organiza-
tions. We care, and we make connections.
And on that day I prornised to let
you all know whatt happening at other
schools- a lotl
o a a o a o o a a a a o o o Thefollowing
will provide a
The initiatives that yla say are snLapshot of what
m}st implrtant 0n ynar campases ycru report is
are BAS campuswide, wiFi or going on todav at
ubiquitous wiretess, wtre;b;s in ;|Tili|,fi'r1,.
the darms, afid V\IP. arrd private, with
arLd without
residence halls,
which I thought
was appropriate
for the theme of
the summer /o urnal,"Ernt:rging Trends in
Campus Technologies."
The initiatives that you say are most
important on your campu.ses are DAS
campuswide, WiFi or ubiquitous wireless,
wireless in the dorms, and VoIp, which
would explain the popularity of the two
all-day preconference sessj,ons that were
offered on Sunday. Recogrrizing the im-
portance of DAS and VoIF, on campuses
everyrarhere, we offered tw: in-depth
training events that were vrell attended:
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1. The DAS Bootcamp was presented by
Phil Ziegler, principal consultant, ECC;
founder of the CIBET Training Initia-
tive; and member of the Safer Buildings
Coalition. It provided an introduc-
tory overview of topics in DAS science
fundamentals, leading to more advanced
training and certification for engineers
and project managers.
2. The Internet2 Net+ SIP in the Cloud
workshop was presented by Walt Mag-
nussen, PhD, director for telecommu-
nications at Texas A&M University, and
assistant director Christopher Norton.
This workshop offered an in-depth look
at how to manage hosted VoIP services
and SIP trunks from the contract to the
operational phases. Participants learned
to configure new lines, configure instru-
ments, add features, turn up SIP trunks,
and perForm other daily operations.
Both of these workshops were offered
in response to interest and demand, as
part of the mission of ACUTA "to ad-
vance the capabilities of higher-education
communications and collaboration
technology leaders." Your input is always
valued and appreciated as we try to make
things happen that will meet your needs.
What a difference a year can make.
Last year unified messaging/unified
communication was reported as the most
important initiative. This year it moved
to fourth place, which may indicate that
many implementation efforts have been
When asked to what extent cloud
services have come to your schools, the
responses indicate much growth in areas
other than just e-mai1. Data storage and
VoIP in the cloud prove that what you
were exploring iast year is becoming real-
ity with such things as:
. Google ApPs
. Microsoft Office 365
. Amazon/DroPbox
. Door locking
. Mass notification
. Video- and audioconferencing
. Fax
. Disaster recovery
. Data analYsis
. High-speed comPuting
. ConsolidatedPurchasing
. CMS
. Callaccounting/telemanagement
It is not surprising to note that some
schools look first to the possibility of
cloud sourcing when faced with the need
to implement new technologies.
Some schools are looking into the
development of providing internal
cloud services. And some schools are not
interested at all. Everyone shares concetn
about privacy and security with cloud
management.
When asked what imPact BYOD is
having on your campus, your responses
included the following:
. Security/riskmanagementconcerns
. Past it all; have deait with it for years
. Mobile device management
. Struggling with support' straining
networks, DAS investigations
As you know and as You will see in
the following pages, there is much work
going on behind the scenes, preparing
each camPus to suPPort the ever-
changing needs of higher education'
We encourage You to continue to use
ACUTA as a resource for benchmarking,
pragmatic information technology shar-
ing, to find out what will work in Your
environment. Let me know if there are
questions for which you seek answers'
and we will continue to connect You
with the experts in your field. Reach me
anytime at choch@acuta.org.
Elooking lt-High Tech Style
The new James B. Hunt Jr. Library
at NCSU is a futuristic model of
technology at its best
/llorth Carolina State University,s new James B. Hunt f r.
Library lays claim to being',the academic library with the
widest array of technologies in the country.,, If not number
one, it certainly is in the top couple.
The library, named fo r former state governor lim Hunt,
is a working showcase of t.echnology and design innovation.
There is little doubt that I{CSU will havc a flood of both IT
technology wonks and librarians stopping in to assess the
applications the library supports. A1l of the most modern
IT equipment imaginable is available to the NCSU faculty
and student body on a first-come, first-serve basis. ,,This is a
technoiogy sandbox or incubator for the whole university,,,
says Maurice York at NCSU, who has been the head of in_
formation technology for the libraries at the NCSU system
since 2008.
by Curt Harler
Contributing
editor
Figure 1. North Carolina
State University's new
Janes B. Hunt Jr. Library
\\4rat is almost
as amazing as the
technology there is
the size ofthe sup-
port stafl just 1 1 IT
people do every-
thing from monitor
systems to consult
with faculty and
students on uses for
the technology.
"It's really dif-
ficult for people to
understand until
they actually come
and see it," says York.
Described by Scien-
tiJic American magazine as.,an amazing place,,and recently
showcased it Architectural ]lecord, the 221,0O0-square foot
library also houses more than I00 project/study rooms and
multiple reception and event spaces.
"Many of the library,s technologies will reach beyond
our campus, and that is facilitated by our partnership
with the North Carolina Research and Education Net_
work INCREN],,,says ACU1A represenrative Greg Sparks,
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director of communications technologies for NCSU. ,.We have
multiple 10 Gbs connections into NCREN, which in turn has
multiple 10 Gbs connections to commodity providers, Inter_
net2, and the Natior-ral Lambda Rail.,,
This will complement NCREN,s recent work to complete
a $144 million expansion across North Carolina in an effort
called the Golden LEAF Rural Broadband Initiative.,,This effort
combined significant Broadband Technology Opportunity pro_
gram funds with $40 million in private investment resulting in
connectivity to each of the 115 K-I2 school districts in North
Carolina among a multitude of other connections,,, Sparks says.
According to the university, the library,s IT and AV technol_
ogy was made available thanks to the coming together of three
technology trends:
1. Ever-greater bandwidth and cheaper computing that aliows
the library to offer computing-intensive applications such as
large-scale visualization.
2. Intuitive, touch-based interfaces to computing devices that
make it easier to interact with information and data.
3. Inexpensive mobile devices that combine computing and
communications-and let library users constantly interact with
information, spaces, and each other, wherever they are on the
campus or in the building.
"The Hunt Library, while absolutely an innovative consum_
er of technology, is just an incremental add_on for us,,,Sparks
says. In addition to the basics often found in current build_
ings-such as wireless connectivity and flexible, easy access to
electrical power-the library offers virtual browsing, videocon_
ferencing, online room scheduling, collaborative projection,
video walls, and digital media production capabilities.
Big Backbone, Flat Design
"We're fortunate to have the support of our governance struc_
ture in our philosophy of maintaining a highly scalable, flexible,
cost-effective architecture,,, Sparks says. ..Our approach to this is
in a fairly flat network design that has each building connecting
to an aggregation layer that in turn connects to the core.,,
The backbone is gigantic. ,,Our backbone network is ex_
tremely robust with multiple 10 Gbs interconnections and can
support individual client connectivity ranging from 100 Mbs
to l0 Gbs," Sparks says..,As a world_class research university, )10
eonnoet eo
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Focus on the campus backbone with options on Fiber,
Ultra Broadband, and legacY TDM.
EMBFTACESYOO
Virtualize the wireless network to provide scale and improve
security and reliabilitY.
USEE}T'SMN'G CABffN'G
Leverage technology innovations to provide data connectivity to older facilities
UITOHK S'YTARTEFT
Use Unified Communications to improve staff productivity and
organization eff iciencies.
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we t,alance the need for these extreme_
use cases with the cost savings of not
perfrrming campuswide upgrades. We
are lery focused on network management
and metrics allowing us to upgrade only
as necessary at very granular levels.,,
The library has 40 gigs to the server
room that is managed by the library IT
staff. That steps down to a 10-gig back-
bone with one gig to the desktop, accord-
ing tr: systems designer Scott Frey, CTS-D,
of Ttre Sextant Group. They served as a
consultant to NCSU, helping them engi-
neer the project and, according to york,
are e;<pected to continue in that role.
Frey says there are actually two net-
works within the library. One is managed
by the NCSU library IT staff, and the
other is managed by the campuswide
NCSIJ Office of Information Technology.
'A1l the essential tools to leverage
emerging technologies in support of
today's learning models are here," says Frey. ,,State-of-the-art
technologies have at last b,:en placed directly into students,
hands. Some are saying it rvill prove to be one of the most
innovative facilities in the United States, and a template for
libraries well into the future."
Everything specified b1.The Sextant Group was new, state_
of-the-art equipment. That technology was just as new to the
IT staffas it is to anyone else.
The People
When the library building was funded by the state, there was
absolutely no money allocated for positions to fill out the IT
department.
"We did not receive an1. additional funding or resources as
a result of this building corning online,', Sparks notes. ..As with
any new building, we spent time with the library staff under_
standing their needs and ri,ght-sizing the connection to the
campus backbone."
There certainly were challenges. "We were bringing online
three or four major systemr; that we never ran before,,,york re_
calls. "How were we going to scale the network without adding
anyone to run it?"
Part of the answer was to focus heavily on virtualiza_
tion and a cloud infrastructure. The idea was to get rid of the
hassles of desktop management and free up time to focus on
the audiovisual and display technology.
" [The library] finally di,l get two extra positions,,, york says.
One focuses on gaming and one on graphics. Those jobs came
after all planning was completed.
"We do run a full-service operation,,, york continues. The
system is comparable to what one might see at a military
command center or a corporate headquarters. His IT staff is
responsible for consulting with students and faculty to translate
a researcher's vision to the technology and apply that vision to
their research.
Today, there are four systems administrators/engineers
in the direct-support group. There are four more positions
to support the sound, display, and general operations. Three
people focus on technical consulting. Some of those projects
are esoteric since the school has people working on everlthing
from agricultural methods to NSS grants. The IT staffworks
with everyone.
"We are really lean," york understates, adding that they
do go after grants for funding. "Our goal is to have all of this
technology available to undergraduate, graduate, and faculty
without restrictions." He notes that programs like the school,s
nuclear engineering major require enormous amounts of
calculations and working in clusters.'A junior can access all of
that," he says. The array of technology is mind-boggling.
The Technology
Sometimes, York sounds like a kid on Christmas morning-a
kid who got the bike and the trains and the football auto-
graphed by his hero. "The technology is awesome,,, he says.
If it was Christmas morning, the wish list was put together
by Sextant's Frey. "I specified Christie Digital projection in the
Teaching and Visualization Lab as well as the Creativity Studio,',
Frey says. There is an 80-cube Christie (www.christiedigital.
com) MicroTile video wall in the Game Lab. The Game Lab is
not an expensive version of Windows solitaire. It is for schol_
arly study of computer games. Northern Kentucky University,
the School at the Art Institute of Chicago, and Texas Tech all
have Christie products in place. Texas Tech,s Rawls College of
Business wanted a digital media wall that instructors could use
to display lecture materials to a room of 247 students. Their
digital display wall has 108 Christie MicroTiles suspended on
custom wall brackets fabricated by Custom Display Solutions.
It was completed in October 2011.
The MicroTiles at NCSU and elsewhere have 70 times more
pixels than the most popular 4 mm surface-mount display
LEDs. They can reproduce 1 15 percent of the NTSC color
gamut and exceed standard LCD flat panel color output by
more than 50 percent. They are engineered to be configured
in any size, shape, or orientation to form a digital canvas with
barely visible, 1 mm seams.
For the budget-conscious, there are no bulbs to replace. The
MicroTiles automatically self-calibrate for color and brightness.
They have built-in sensors that monitor each LED,s perfor_
mance. Each tile detects its neighbor and adjusts its image to
optimize the overall display. This self-calibration happens at
Figure 2. Inside NCSltb
new library
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setup and contir-ruously over the life of the dispia,v. They are
eas,v to service, too. A simple suction cup on a handie removes
any individual ti1e. Tiles can be replaced or serviced in less
than 15 minutes, rvithout having to turn off or bring dor'r'n the
whole arra,v.
An external control unit (ECU) is required for each wa1l.
The ECU delivers content to the array, and is compatible with
all standard graphic formats, playback devices, and main-
stream creative and digital signage software. The ECU is set up
using the comparry's Web interface.
Extron XTP s'rvitching (wwr'v.extron.com) and AMX con-
trols (rwwv.amx.com) rvere deployed in all of the audiovisual
spaces. XTP provides a completelv integrated srvitching and
distribution solution for multiple digital and analog formats'
They support 1oca1 connectivity as well as extended trans-
mission capability for sending high-resolution video, audio,
RS-232, Ethernet, and porver up to 330 feet over a single CAIx
cable. XTP Systems delivers extremely high switching and
transmission performance to support a rvide range of video
formats, including the highest-resolution DVI and HDMI
signals. The higl-r-data-rate digital backplane provides a fittttre-
readv AV intcgratiou solution.
AMX targets scalable systems. Just in case NCSU's system
becomes dated someday, their AMX controls allolr'the flex-
ibilitl, ar.rd adaptability to change. AMX uses standards-based
technologies such as USB, HDMI, tr'visted pair, Linux, and
others to provide interoperabilit,v and future proofing.
Sennheiser K-array loudspeakers and amplification
(wr*v.k-array.com) were specified to meet high-end audio
requirements. The K-array systems are deployed elser.t'here in
a broad range of upper-end audio applications ranging from
tony nightclubs in London to Montreal's Olympia Theatre.
NCSU's components are designed by the K-array R&D depart-
ment and custom made under the K-array quality control
system in Ita1y.
The digital media production lab was outljtted r,vith a 'lK
camera as u.el1 as both Mac and PC editing stations.
As you might expect, all of this equipment cost a pretty
penny.
Paying the Bill
Although the North Carolina General Assembly budgeted $114
million for the library project as a whole-everything from
bricks to computers-that allocation t'r.i1l not pay for every-
thing.
"Everything u,as purchased ner'v for this project," Fre,v says.
The original AV budget was $1.7 mi1lion. "I believe the budget
has grown to over $8.5 million at this point for both AV and
IT," he continues.
The Hunt Library raised more than $7 million from private
donors. "It n as an amazing effort, in my opinion," Frey says.
%. "'::.,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,r
Cloudpoth I 303'647.1495 | sole*@cloudpoth.net
Some of those funds came in the form of technology that was
given to the college. Cisco (rvww.cisco.com) donated one of its
new immersive TelepreserLce TX9000 systems to the library, the
lirst installed in the county, Frey says.
The inaugural call was actually made by Cisco's John Cham-
bers to more than 6,000 sites worldwide. There are also 13 other
technology partners, including Dell, EMC, and Inrel.
Cisco's top-end Telepr,:sence C90 codecs have been installed
in the main server room. lfhe company calls the TelePresence
Codec C90 "the most powerful and flexible Cisco collaboration
engine, serving telepresenr:e studios, boardrooms, auditoriums,
education, and telemedici.ne applications." They offer 1080p
high-definition (HD) vide,o and ultra-wideband audio.
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Figure 2. Top to bottom: Creat-
ing in the Gaming Center; the
lPearl lnmersion Theatre; and
Naval R)TC cadets training on
simulated ship bridge in the
Teaching and Visualization Lab
"Both the Creativity lab and Teaching and Visualization
Labs can access the C90s from the installed AV fiber backbone,"
Frey says. The C90 has end-to-end HD video, HD collabora-
tion, and HD embedded-conference capability. The codecs are
two rack units high and rack mountable. They provide H.323l
SIP up to 6 Mbps point-to-point; and up to 10 Mbps total
multisite bandwidth. Each codec will connect up to 12 HD
sources and eight microphones directly into the interface. They
have fuil-duplex audio with high-quality stereo sound. Each is
backed by application programming interfaces. They require
Cisco Unified Communications Manager version 8.6 or later.
"Telepresence gives the library the ability to share content
and classes throughout the university as well as the world,"
Frey notes, taking the library's services far beyond the Centen-
nial Campus.
"In North Carolina, we have a high-speed backbone that
links campuses,"York says. But now NCSU will link its tech-
nology to all of the campuses it works with around the state,
country, and wor1d.
Susan K. Nutter, vice provost and director of the NCSU
Libraries, says, "We expect visitors from around the country, if
not the globe, not only because it will be a beautiful, inspiring
building, but because of what it will offer students."
But Are There Books?
Yes. Lest traditionalists fear otherwise, the library is stacked
with books. However, access to the books is via a high-tech
bookBot system that fetches books for users upon request.
Part ofthe reason for the bookBot was to free up more
space for student study areas. The UNC system standard rec-
ommends library seating for 20 percent of the student popula-
tion; before the new library, NCSU had space for less than five
percent. Installation of the bookBot automated book-delivery
system will free up even more precious square footage that
would normally be occupied by book stacks, allowing for more
learning spaces-and more high-tech centers.
Reaching Beyond
Even with a state-of-the-art facility that is barely open, there
are things they would do differently. "There's always hind-
sight," York chuckles. For one thing, they would look harder at
power. "We put more power into this buiiding than anything
else in the state," York says. But at one point, someone pointed
out that there was a wall without power.
York certainly would have liked a roadmap for the project;
some guidance from other colleges that had done similar
things. As first out of the gate, that benefit was denied him'
However, he encourages others to give such projects a shot' The
more different universities accomplish, the easier it will be for
all schools to push the frontiers of technology'
"Spend as much time as you can thinking about the infra-
structure," he recommends. For a project that was years in the
planning, that is saying a lot.
He challenges other schools to follow NCSU's path' He
points to their "black box" theatre, known as the IPearl Immer-
sion Theatre, with open ceilings and drop-grids, open floors'
and the rest. (See Figure 2.) It allows students and facultyto
project their work. "Take it all the way!" he encourages' He says
that the project is truly capturing the imagination of faculty
working there.
Yet he regrets there were no models for him to consult
when the project got going. "We need to start building more
models and constructing this kind of
space, and finding more best practices,"
he says. "We need to find more ways to
put all the pieces together.
"They add so much value to the
infrastructure," York continues.
To that end, he te1ls other college IT
specialists they should think beyond just
the computing infrastructure' "It's not
just a big display wall-but finding the
service you are providing that nobody
else does," York says.
Lastly, he says IT PeoPle need to
build the computing Power, network,
and systems that will make it intuitive
and easy for anyone to use. "You want to
build something that's useful and is used
every day,' York concludes. "Something
that is so easy to use that people can just
get to work on their research."
Sparks, too, is thrilled with the
results. "I don't really have any do-overs,
simply a few observations about why
things worked so welli'he says. "We have
a wonderful governance grouP made
up of IT directors from across campus
that advises me on both strategic and
operational issues so our team is always
'in touch' not only with the current state
of technology on campus but also future plans' The library
involved us early in the process, and we remained in commu-
nication throughout the project; so we partnered in selecting
the appropriate network hardware to meet their needs"' Sparks
adds.
"This also allowed us to recognize the handful of instances
in which a locally managed network made more sense as well as
gave us time to architect integration of these networks into the
overall campus network," Sparks concludes'
Libraries will never be the same'
Curt Harler is a f reelance writer and contributing editor to the
ACUTA Journal. Reach Curt at curt@curtharler'clm'
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lNear Field Gommunication Brings
llonvenience to Gampus
0oming soon to a device near you.
NFC, the Enabling Technology
Figure 1. Example of an
NFC touchpoint
hy Hugh Gritfiths
Sensitivity to user location has always
been a big part of what makes mobile
devices irresistible. EverL the earliest
university mobile apps helped students
on the move to navigate and interact
with their environment more effectively,
with features such as carnpus maps
along with more sophisticated ser-
vices that help students find everything
they need on campus-1iom available
computers and washing machines to
their fellow students. From the outset,
mobile developers in higher educa-
tion have sought to create as much
value around location as possible. With
location-based features a.lready making
a significant difference to the daily lives
of today's students, new rtechnologies are
now coming that will transform mobile
services.
vIl9 9-*"',
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Our BYOD Wortd
Adoption of mobile devices by students
and across the population at large has
grown to the point that this is now in_
disputably the age of ByOD (bring your
own device). The 2013 comscore Mobile
Future in Focus survey reported that
"the U.S. smartphone market Iinally sur-
passed 50 per cent market penetration,',
and points out: "smartphones have
surpassed 125 million U.S. consumers,
and tablets are now owned by more than
50 million. We have now crossed into the
Brave New Digital World-a new para_
digm of digital media fragmentation in
which consumers are always connected.,,
As Donald Clark, a learning tech-
nologist who has advised organizations
from the World Bank and the United
Nations to the Irish government, says,
"BYOD isn't a recommendation, it,s
a reality. Everyone's bought one and
everyone uses one and everyone carries
it around with them." Today's sophisti-
cated mobile consumer tends to buy the
very smartphones that the organization
itself would want to provide, making it
even easier for universities to exploit the
very latest technologies when delivering
mobile services.
Improvements in network infrastruc-
ture are playing their part in breaking
down the barriers to more widespread
use of smartphones on campuses. In
the final semester of 2011,for example,
almost 25,000 students at the University
of Iowa used the campus wireless service
from a lablet or smartphone, an increase
of almost 10,000 compared with three
years earlier.
With the use of GpS now main-
stream in this heavily penetrated mar-
ket, mobile innovators are introducing
technologies that complement GpS to
create a new generation of location_
based services for mobile devices
that will improve both accuracy and
usability. As smartphones and tablets
come onto the market with in-built near
field communication (NFC) readers, it
is time to start developing services that
work with the impressive capabilities of
this emerging technology.
What ls NFC?
Near field communication is a wireless
proximity communication technol-
ogy that can transmit data over short
distances in either active mode, initiat-
ing communication, or passive mode,
activated by a request. NFC chips are in-
expensive and durable. (Actual NFC tags
cost less than one dollar each. The core
platform, of which the NFC component
is a standard part, is under $40,000,
which includes all implementation costs
and covers use by all students. There is
also an ongoing annual subscription
based on the size ofthe institution.) The
tags come in all shapes and sizes and are
adhesive on one surface, so they can be
easily fixed in locations across campus.
Universities can add a design overlay
and even cover them with plastic to
prompt users in that location to interact
with them in a certain way.
Universities can write data to the
chips very easily; they are easy to set
up and customize, and they require no
power to run or effort to maintain. They
are already available in a number of
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guises, from payment cards to wrist-
bands and key fobs for access to specific
areas or events. In the first instance,
universities can set up NFC touchpoints
next to foyers and rooms and write
location-specific data to these NFC tags.
This is similar to the use of QR codes,
but NFC is more user friendly; it doesn t
even require the use of a camera. We can
then develop mobile app features that
make use of the data. (See Figure 1.)
As researchers from the University
of C6rdoba, Spain, Pointed out in the
Journal of E-working it is the simplic-
ity of NFC that separates it from other
wireless communication technologies.
All it requires to initiate a transaction is
proximity. "NFC technology can give ad-
ditional functionality to a mobile device,
like using it as a contactless credit card
or as a contactless bus ticket." As long as
the phone or tablet is within range, NFC
will work without any manual interven-
tion.
NFC is already being used in facili-
ties such as airports for contactless pay-
ments, identity, and access management.
Instead of security mechanisms like
passes and swipe cards to access certain
areas, airport staff are increasingly using
NFC-enabled devices that require no
conscious intervention for identification.
The NFC-Enabled UniversitY
Today's universities, like airports, present
genuine challenges that NFC can useful-
ly address. Many universities worldwide
are looking at it seriously to enhance the
experience of the student on campus,
and a growing number of early adopters
are emerging internationallY.
Newham College of Further
Education in London is using NFC for
attendance monitoring, saving time that
can be rechanneled into teaching and
learning. When linked up to back-office
systems, the data that NFC generates
can trigger early warning signals about
students in trouble, helping the college
to take action and retain as many stu-
dents as possible.
Spain's Universidad Cat6lica UCAM
is piloting NFC for a range of functions,
including physical access, payments,
and attendance across all staff and its
20,000 students. Users will be able to
use their mobile handsets to access
universitybuildings (such as the gym
and the library), check bus times, hire
bicycles, access campus parking lots, and
make payments using a stored-credit
system, with users Ioading funds onto
their phones via a network of payment
points.
In the United States, those students
at Villanova University who have an
NFC-enabled mobile phone can enter
dormitories and academic buildings
securely. This development at Villanova
is driven by an understanding that stu-
dents want to use their phones, which
they have in their possession at all times,
for as many campus activities as possible'
NFC sits comfortably with the desire
of today's students for convenience'
Students want to get on with their stud-
ies and conduct their business with the
university with minimal interference,
according to a recent survey of students
at American colleges and universities.
NFC makes it easy for them to pay for the
things they need across campus, from li-
braries and photocopying to cafes, shops,
and even transportation'
Localion-sensitive Menu 0Ptions
Access management, attendance report-
ing, and contactless payments are great
examples of NFC making life easier on
today's campuses, but they are only the
beginning. With NFC, universities can
offer menus of information and ser-
vice options that are contextual to the
geolocation of the touchpoint. As a user
enters a room on campus, for example, a
menu might pop uP on the device with
location-sensitive options such as "check
availability'or "book the room." It might
also offer relevant information such as a
floor plan, a room inventory, or even op-
erating instructions for the equipment in
the room. The mobile device would pick
up a unique identifier for that location,
such as a room number, and then back-
end systems would provide the services
and information needed. (See sample
screens in Figure 2.)
)
. more information: snom.com
. more information about snom in
MORE FEATURES!!!' Boss/admin, call parking
music on hold and many more
MORE PHONES!!!'A complete lP phone portfolio
to meet all of your voice requirements
MOR E I NTE ROP!!!' Extensive interoperability covering
a huge range of vendors including Kerio, Microsoft, Avayathe Americas: snomchannel.com
Figure 2.
Sample screens
display information
available with just
a touch.
Author: Wallis. Brian
Du€ Dste: 06,/08/1 2
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Author: Gass. Susan
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Every area of campus service
provision stands to benefit. If an NFC
touchpoint is positioned outside a
campus dining hall, the mobiie menu
may offer today's specials or the dish of
the day. A user checking into a computer
room might see an option to book a pC
or printer. By linking to the learning
management system, students could even
access materials for the ne;rt lecture in
that room or slides from the previous
session.
Location-sensitive alerting capa_
bilities within today,s smartphones and
tablets as well as banners within mobile
apps themselves can play a proactive role
in interacting with students. If a mobile
app can sense that it is near the library,
through proximity to an NFC tag, it can
alert the user to any items ready for col_
lection, report on current loans, or noti!,
the student ofany books that are due to
be returned. Alternatively i.t. could alert
the user to nearby friends.
Granular Naviga[ility and l]heck-ln
Many universities are concerned about
the challenges of navigating, today,s
sprawling campuses, which can be baf_
fling for newcomers. GpS has not wholly
addressed this problem; it is not yet
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suffi ciently accurate within buildings.
It can help to navigate between campus
facilities, but students, staff, and visitors
may need help orienting themselves in
buildings themselves, many of which are
very large, are compiicated, and can even
merge into one other. To meet this need,
NFC tags, which have their GpS position
encoded within them, can be used as
touchpoints across campus to help staff
and students to navigate. So for the first
time, universities will be able to provide
detailed and usable navigability within
campus buildings by linking mobile
devices to floor plans and other naviga-
tional aids. NFC can also help users find
out what is nearby.
For universities wishing to incorpo-
rate check-in facilities into their mobile
services, NFC offers an attractive option.
Apps like Foursquare are popular with
students, but one problem to date has
been the same lack of granularity that
GPS suffers from. This has held universi-
ties back from relying on Foursquare
to deliver location-sensitive services;
like GPS, it is not dependably accurate
beyond the level of a buiiding. With NFC,
on the other hand, a mobile app can
automatically check mobile users into a
room as theywalk in, and even update
statuses on social networking tools on
the university app or on the Web, on a
permission basis. Once checked in, users
can access location-sensitive information
or see which of their friends are already
there.
A Seductive Blend ol Attributes l0 Trans-
lorm Mobile Services
What sets NFC-enabled services apart
from other location-based capabilities
is a seductive blend ofthree attributes.
First, NFC is consistently accurate in
geolocational terms. Second, NFC can
interact with back-end systems to pro-
vide information and services that are
detailed, personalized, and relevant to
the user in that location. Third, by using
institutional data rather than relying on
generic data from sources such as Google,
universities can provide students with
targeted services. And with NFC this
could not be an easier user experience,
with little to no action required and using
the device that we know students have
with them at all times.
Hugh Griffiths is the CE) and founder 0f
oMbiel, the leading mobile app supptier in
UK higher education.
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Virtualization Goming to
Enterprise Networks
Movement to new technology
takes shaPe, but vendors have
to clear many hurdles before
deployments take Place.
Vrtralizationis sweeping through the data center: It started
with servers, is working its way to storage systems, and now has
taken aim at university networks. Theoretically, network virtu-
alization, often lumped under the banner of software-defined
networks (SDNs), provides communication departments with a
single point of network control, which speeds up service deploy-
ment, eases administrative tasks, and reduces costs.
However, delivering such capabilities requires largely ripping
out and replacing the current network infrastructure. This mas-
sive undertaking means significant investments in new network
equipment, a long-perhaps painstaking-process of upgrading
network nodes, and a dramatic retooling of network engineers'
skill sets. While the change offers many potential long-term
benefits, significant angst is expected in the short term as this
technology begins to take hold in university networks.
SDNs represent a natural step in the increasing use of vir-
tualization for computing systems. "The network industry has
learned from server virtualization that one way to reduce com-
plexity, or at least hide it, is to create a new layer of abstraction,"
stated Casey L. Quillin, senior analyst at Dell'Oro Group.
Decoupling Network Hardware and Soltware
In a nutshell, SDNs are expected to dramatically change how
netlvorks function. Currently, tedious, time-consuming admin-
istrative tasks (such as setting up addresses and routing traffic)
are linked to and performed on expensive hardware. With SDNs'
these tasks are decoupled from the network switch and instead
8 While the SDN market has generated a
*i tot ot buzz, it has also produced virtu'
e a tly no deployments- "lt the SDN markets_X *tre a baseball game, the Pitchers
* would still be warming up.... We have a
X ,, ng way to go before universities start
* la realize the benetits that $DNs otler."
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become software functions running on commodity hardware'
This change presents schools with a number of poten-
tial benefits. Network intelligence-from directing traffrc to
minimizing latency to security-moves from closed, expensive
switches and routers to open, inexpensive, software-based
controllers. Because network control is implemented via
software, network complexity is reduced and automation
increases. In addition, communications technicians work
one common interface for all devices rather than a variety of
proprietary vendor-specific solutions.
Theoretically, network management becomes much
simpler.'A majority of schools use ticket systems, followed by
phone calls and then e-mails to communicate moves, adds,
and changes to the network team," explained Andre Kind-
ness, principal analyst at Forrester Research. "This manually
driven way of communicating infrastructure change drags out
deployment and response times." SDNs automate those func-
tions, which speeds up the delivery of network services.
Reaching Deep into Vendors' Pockets
As evidence of the market's potential, VMware paid $1.26 bil-
lion in july 2012 for SDN start-up Nicira Inc. "The price that
VMware paid was much more than anyone expected," said
Bob Laliberte, senior analyst for Enterprise Strategy Group
(ESG).
The potential paradigm shift to network virtualization
has certainly caught network equipment vendors' attention'
As a result, suppliers are outlining various plans to add such
features to their product lines. Established vendors, such as
Brocade Communications, Cisco Systems, Dell, Extreme Net-
works, Hewlett Packard, and Juniper Networks, want to ride
the SDN wave. In addition, startups like Adara Networks, Big
Switch Networks, ConteXtream, Embrane, Vello Systems, and
Vyatta have entered the fraY.
Vendors are responding with products offering a variety
of SDN techniques. Tiaditionally, suppliers relied on propri-
etary protocols to supPort their networking functions, but )
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now open_source solutions are emerg_
ing as a viable alternative. Consequently,
vendor strategies range from an emphasis
on proprietary solutions to those based
largely on open_source inLitiatives, such as
the industry's OpenFlow initiative.
Aiming at the Kingpin
Cisco has been the networking industry,s
dominant supplier. ..Competitors view
SDNs as a way to loosen Cisco,s grip on
the network equipment market,,, noted
Zeus Kerravala, principal analyst with ZK
Research.
Cisco's approach is called the Open
Network Environment, or Cisco ONE. It
features a web ofsoftware agents, hard_
ware controllers, and overlay network
technologies designed to rnake each layer
of a network-from the transport layer
up through the managemr:nt layers_pro_
grammable. "For several years, we have
been trying to make our devices more
programmable, and SDNs represent our
latest step in that direction,,,explained
Kaustubh Das, senior dire,:tor, product
management, software-defi ned network_
ing and programmability at Cisco.
Cisco ONE supports a variety of
deployment models and a wide range of
functions. The system features network
flow management for massively scalable
data centers and automated provisioning
and programmable overlal, networks for
multitenancy cloud providers. The solu-
tion supports programmalic policy and
analytics used by service providers.
Extending Beyond the Conlrol and For-
warding Planes
To enable those functions, Cisco has
opened up areas above and below the
control and forwarding planes typi-
cally done by the new controllers. This
approach allows customers to customize
their networks using a vari,:ty of proto-
cols according to their neecls.
The Cisco One solution requires a
number of interrelated components. It
runs on the Nexus 1000V virtual switch,
which the company says can be used as
the basis of virtual overlay networks for
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multitenant cloud deployments. Nexus
1000V now supports OpenStack euan_
tum and REST application programming
interfaces (APIs) for multitenant orches_
tration, open-source hypervisors, and
a VXLAN gateway connecting physical
VLAN and virtual networks.
VXLAN is a network encapsulation
technique with segment identifiers
for creating logical networks and for
enabling workloads to move across data
centers and cloud infrastructures. The
networking segments support multiten-
ant cloud infrastructures that require seg-
mentation for security and compliance.
The Nexus 1000V also now works with
poliry-based, per-tenant virtual security
services on VXLAN-based overlay networks.
Cisco Targets Universities
Cisco has been less enthusiastic about
supporting the OpenFlow open-source
initiative than competitors. The vendor
is limiting its support of the protocol to
universities and research organizations,
which can use OpenFlow agents and con-
trollers for their network deployments.
]uniper Networks has developed
Qfabric, which includes a node (top-
of-rack switch), an interconnect (core
switch), and a director (controller).
Similar to Cisco's strategy, ]unipert tech-
nique relies on upper-level APIs largely
controlling the network devices and a
management and orchestration layer that
marginalizes the impact of open-source
protocols.
Founded in 2006, Vyatta Inc. raised
more than $40 million in venture capital
and developed its own open-source
router platform, the Vyatta Open Flexible
Router. While the product line can work
with the other open-source initiatives, the
company's approach is similar to those
from Cisco and Juniper where much of
the networking functions are controlled
by its own equipment.
Stanlord Behind the 0penFlow lnitiative
In 2008, researchers at Stanford Uni-
versity created the OpenFlow switching
specification. Since they did not have a
commercial interest, they relied on an
open-source model to spread their work,
which has garnered a lot ofattention. In
2012, vendors started to outline plans to
deliver products based on OpenFlow, and
the list of supporters has been growing.
OpenFlow has become a favorite
among startups. Adara developed several
SDN products (Horizon, Ecliptic, Axis,
Echo, Sirius, Orion, and Comet) that are
available individually and as modules in
its Constellation Full Stack Engine.
Founded in 2010, Big Switch Net-
works Inc., whose management team
comes from Stanford and Cisco, raised
$39 million in venture capital. In No-
vember 2072, after two and a half years
of development, Big Switch unveiled the
first elements in its product suite, which
are sold on a monthly subscription basis.
The company developed four compo-
nents: a network application develop-
ment platform; an open-source core
controller; support for industry standard,
southbound data plane communication
protocols; and open, northbound APIs
that application developers can leverage.
The Big Network Controller, which
scales to support more than 1,000 switch-
es and 250,000 new host connections
per second, creates and helps to manage
enterprise networks. The device provides
programmable interfaces for northbound
applications so third parties can build
software applications that automate
network functions. The vendor delivered
two such applications itself. Big Virtual
Switch is a data center network virtu-
alization application that dl,namically
provisions virtual network segments. Big
Thp is a network monitoring application
that outlines how well packets flow over
network connections.
The supplier also developed a core
controller named Floodlight. It supports
both hypervisor-based virtual switches
like Open vswitch and physical Open-
Flow switches. The controller, which is
distributed under Apache License Version
2, functions with OpenFlow and non-
v]D0360
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Nicira Inc.'s founders, Nick McKe-
own, Scott Shenker, and Martin Casado,
also played key roles in the development
of the OpenFlow specification. The
company raised $40 million in venture
capital and developed the Nicira Virtu-
alization Platform networking products
that create an intelligent abstraction
layer between end hosts and existing
networks. The products are now the
linchpins in VMware's network virtual-
ization plans.
Vello Systems is a privately held,
Silicon Valley network equipment sup-
plier. The company's VellOS network
operating system and Vello Data Center
Gateway platform are built on Open-
Flow SDN capabilities.
Top Dogs Embrace 0penFlow
Some established suppliers have also
boarded the OpenFlow train. Hewlett-
Packard is developing a new controller
line: the Virtual Application Networks
SDN Controller. The OpenFlow
protocol has become a key element in
its FlexNetwork SDN push and is sup-
ported on its switches, including the HP
3500, 5400, and 8200 series products.
NEC introduced its Program-
mableFlow Network Architecture and
Product Family. OpenFlow functionality
has been incorporated in the com-
pany's ProgrammableFlow Controller,
ProgrammableFlow PF5240 Switch,
and ProgrammableFlow Management
Console.
Extreme Networks has plans to
provide OpenFlow support across its
ExtremeXOS-based Ethernet switch
portfolio and will extend support to
multiple OpenFlow controllers, includ-
ing those from NEC and Big Switch.
Extreme Networks has a plug-in for
openFlow to manage network switches
using the open-source APIs. Lastly, the
company announced a new Web portal
called xKIT aimed at sharing SDN ap-
plications.
Warming up the Pitcher
While the SDN market has generated a
lot ofbtzz, it has also produced virtually
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no deployments. "If the SDN market were
a baseball game, the pitchers would still
be warming up," said ZK Research's Ker-
ravala. "We have a long way to go before
universities start to realize the benellts
that SDNs offer."
One reason is the changes taking place
are multifaceted, not one dimensional.
To reap SDN benefits, colleges need to
change three network elements: the physi-
cal controllers, their network software,
and the APIs that enable applications to
call network services.
Only one element, the physical
controllers, Iargely the OpenFlow switch-
ing-compliant devices, has taken shape.
The network protocol allows the path
of data packets through the network of
switches to be determined by software
running on multiple routers. This separa-
tion of the control information from the
forwarding data allows for more sophis-
ticated traffic management than what is
feasible using traditional approaches, like
access control lists and routing protocols.
lndustry Heavyweights Back 0penFlow
In March 2011, Deutsche Telekom, Face-
book, Google, Microsoft, Verizon, and
Yahoo! founded the Open Networking
Foundation (ONF), a consortium de-
signed to promote the use of OpenFlow.
The group has released two iterations of
OpenFlow; coordinated interoperability
demonstrations at events, such as Interop;
and worked with Indiana University
to establish an interoperability testing
laboratory. ONF membership has now
passed the 80 mark and continues to grow
steadily.
While OpenFlow has garnered sup-
port, many of the other needed elements
are in the blueprint rather than the deliv-
ery phase. As vendor plans and new prod-
ucts take shape, possible hurdles could
emerge, starting with scalability. Through
the years, networks have evolved so they
now support millions of nodes. SDNs
have not yet proven they work outside the
lab, let alone on such large networks.
Also, an SDN consolidates dispersed
information in a central location, which
introduces a single point of failure. Con-
sequently, vendors need to add resiliency
to their solutions and develop robust
management tools in case problems arise.
So Exactly How Much Does lt Gost?
Cost is an open question. Vendors have
also been vague about product pricing.
Analysts expecI these solutions to cost
about the same as traditional network
gear but deliver much more functionality.
However, network virtualization will
not be the "no brainer" decision that
server virtualization has been. "With
server virtualization, companies reduced
costs by eliminating a lot of underused
hardware," noted ESG's Laliberte. "That
won't be as likely with SDNs because
network connections largely remain in
place."
Understanding how to deploy and
manage these new devices could also
create challenges. "The networks of
tomorrow require new skill sets from the
personnel, organization changes, and
process standardization," noted For-
rester's Kindness. "Otherwise IT will be
installing solutions that won't offer any
benefits and could possibly cause more
inefficiency."
Gonclusion
In sum, SDNs have tremendous potential
and are garnering a great deal of ink.
Vendors have been scurrying to add
these features to their product lines and
providing universities with a variety of
migration paths as they build out their
next-generation networks. However,
SDNs are not the slam dunk that other
t)?es of virtualization have been. Moving
to an SDN can disrupt the university net-
work infrastructure, be costly, and create
management challenges. As a result,
schools may want to proceed cautiously
as this emerging area matures.
And where does the virtual desktop
fit into this picture? That could be a topic
for another day!
Paul Korzeniowski is a freelance writer
who specializes in communications is-
sues. He has been writing about technol-
ogy f1r more than tw1 decades, is based
in Sudbury, MA, and can be reached at
paulkorzen@aol.com.
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Preparing Union Gollege's
ResNet for the Post-PC Era
Updating the network means
taking a caref ul look at what's new
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Wn"n tfirst set foot on Schenectady, New York-based
Union College as its chief information oflicer more
than two years ago, revamping the college's network to
meet the challenges of the post-PC era became a top
priority. The ubiquitous PC of yesterday had morphed
into laptops and tablets; e-readers and smartphones
proliferated; gaming consoles went wireless; and smart-
phones and wireless printers kept trying to connect to
an already overloaded system.
The device deluge created an automatic expectation
of instant wireless access, and it became unthinkable for
students to just plug into the wall for Internet access. As
Union College expanded its efforts to integrate technol-
ogy into teaching and learning, the lackluster network
in our residence halls became a stumbling block to
progress. Frustrated student residents found it difficult
to access online resources and work collaboratively,
leading to a barrage of complaints of inadequate wire-
less capacity.
We knew we had to overhaul the college's much-
neglected network to create a robust network that sup-
ports academic activity.
Funding the Future
Like many of my peers, one of the biggest challenges
I've faced is how best to acquire funding for a large
infrastructure overhaul. Here are the lessons we've
learned for building a business case for funding a
ResNet upgrade:
1. Do your homework. We worked with an independent
contractor to understand the current state ofthe net-
work, forecast ongoing maintenance and life-cycle re-
placement costs, and learn what it would take to address
resiliency and redundancy in the infrastructure. We
then talked to vendors to understand what outsourc-
ing would look like as we gathered and analyzed the
costs of outsourcing versus implementing, maintaining,
and supporting the ResNet in-house. Having all the
information we needed on hand, we built our case and
presented to Union's Planning and Priorities Commit-
tee to request the needed resources.
Ellen Borkowski
ct0
Union College
2. Focus on the added value, not just the dollar amount.
A critical factor in our success was providing data in
clear, focused tables and graphs that the Finance Depart-
ment and senior administrators could easily understand.
Important information included our current network
spending trends over the last five years, peer comparison
data, a concise prioritized project list, and full disclosure
about advantages and disadvantages of each approach.
The whole approach to addressing this critical need
was grounded by the concept of furthering the adminis-
tration's strategic goals. Upgrading the ResNet fell under
"The Learning Environment" foundation of the school's
three-pronged strategic plan and outlined a vision for in-
frastructure that would support student life and academic
activity. As residence halls are an important part of the
educational environment, an up-to-date ResNet will cre-
ate living spaces that can facilitate student learning.
3. Advocate for the network. We had to be open to an-
swering questions and describing specific scenarios with
stakeholders. In one instance, our team had to convince
senior administrators that maximizing the lifespan of
some of the equipment may appear to save money, but
would cause the network to lag behind demand. We had
Students value easy
access to resources
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Education is a must. Students have
to know what acceptable usage
is il they're accessing college re-
sources, and what rules they have
to tollow. To this end, we have
implemented policies and proce-
dures to manage inappropriate
access to conlidential data such as
student records, coursework, and
course schedules.
to persuade them to upgrade the entire
ResNet infrastructure, and not just a por-
tion of it.
The final decision became apparent
when comparing the data. In contrast
to what could be achieved in-house,
outsourcing to Apogee provided better
coverage and capacity, a stronger return
on investment over a five-year period,
2417 technical
support, and a
gualanteed level
of service. In addi-
tion, outsourcing
the ResNet freed
up our network
staffto concentrate
on other campus
needs. A11 these
factors would fur-
ther support our
goal of using our
resources wisely.
In only 14 days,
the network install
team was able to
connect 18 resi-
dence halls and 30 individual residences
to Union College's new wired and wireless
ResNet.
Saleguarding Repulations, Supporting
Student Needs
Securing the network is a big challenge
for higher-education institutions because
so many different types of activities and
environments have to be supported. And
unlike our peers in the private sector, we
don't have the luxury of limiting usage to
just one tlpe of data. Our team has dealt
with a spectrum of security threats-from
DMCA complaints to unauthorized
access to student information. Our out-
sourcing arrangement allowed us to bet-
ter protect the campus from these threats
by separating the residential network
traflic completely from the campus.
Offerings by our infrastructure
providers and device manufacturers have
continued to improve over the years. For
example, smart firewall technology can
restrict access on a more granular level
than ever before, and now many net-
works, such as ours, scan student devices
for malware before they can log on to the
system. Although there is a certain level
of security already in place, in the future
we may enhance this further with a mo-
bile device management system or policy.
Another trend we have yet to investigate
is virtual desktops that allow data to be
stored away from the mobile device.
Education is a must. Students have to
know what acceptable usage is if they're
accessing college resources, and what
rules they have to follow. To this end, we
have implemented policies and proce-
dures to manage inappropriate access to
confidential data such as student records,
coursework, and course schedules. We
are also putting the finishing touches on
a data classification policy that will help
our system pinpoint what data is flowing
through, where it is stored, and what
device can access this data.
Millennials are very comfortable
using digital devices, and their notion
of privacy is very different from that of
previous generations. The consequences
of a security or privacy breach are not
something that they often think about.
We are currently planning a community
outreach program in which we offer secu-
rity awareness classes that teach students
how to protect private information. Tips
include the basics: not sharing their pass-
words even with their significant other,
password protecting their phones, and not
giving anyone else access to confidential
information.
The universe of devices and operat-
ing systems is ever expanding, and there
is always a need for additional training
for our staff to understand what kinds of
new devices are out there. In the future,
we will decide on what our mobile-device
support policy will be by identifzing the
most common devices and providing
documentation so that staff can answer
questions.
Enhancing the Learning Environment
The use of digital media heralds an
exciting yet complex time for administra-
tors. At Union College, we are continu-
ally trying to determine the right mix
of technology for our t)?e of school. As
trends such as blended learning, lecture
capture, and video usage in the classroom
continue to blossom, we will see addition-
al burdens on the network. At the same
time, technology inftastructure vendors
keep advancing with better, smaller, and
faster ways to deliver 5s1yi6s5-5u6h ng
wireless in the cloud. With innovations
around every corner, administrators need
to monitor, plan, and educate so that the
appropriate infrastructure can be put
in place to support further educational
experimentation.
Ellen Borkowski is Cl0 at Union College
in Schenectady, New York. Reach her at
borkowse@union.edu.
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Using Social Media During
Times of Grisis
Ten ways social media can
u pg rade you r emergency toolbox
reach for Twitter, Facebook, and other
social media during times of crisis,
scores of universities no longer consider
the Internet an afterthought. Instead, it's
a critical communications component
for every emergency.
"Universities must make social
media not just a tool in the crisis com-
munications toolbox, but a focal point
of the entire strategy," says Sara Estes
Cohen, a social media strategist at G&H
International Services.
Of course, college communications
officials have no plans of abandoning
more traditional methods of emergency
communications. "The more tools that
are available to
o o a o o a a a o o a a a a a reachtheaudi-
ences, the better,"
" To send an urgent e-mail and says JeffHanna,
know it's not going to reach your director of com-
audience tor another three hours munications and
means that system is not usetul in public affairc at
Washington and
a crisis situation." 
,ee University.
But many believe
the immediacy of
social media-as
well as the danger of allowing false
rumors on social media to take over
the emergency conversation-makes it
imperative that the technology be part
of every emergency outreach.
"Following the earthquake and
tsunami in fapan in 2011, social media
provided a critical means to determine
the status of students and faculty in that
country when other communication
channels were not available," says paul
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by Joe Dysart A
Gven thut most college students first Grantham, assistant vice president, com-
munication services at Duke University.
"In today's world, it's virtually impossible
to get ahead of a story, especially in an
emergency," he adds. "But you do want
to contribute to the story and give people
a credible source of information. If not,
other voices-perhaps less credible
voices-will fill the void."
College officials already using social
media also say they were moved to do
so after frustration with relatively slower
media, like e-mail. "It sometimes would
take several hours for an e-mail to cycle
through our internal system," says Alan
Cubbage, vice president for university
relations at Northwestern University, who
uses Blackboard Connect to squire its so-
cial media emergency communications.
"To send an urgent e-mail and know
it's not going to reach your audience for
another three hours means that system is
not useful in a crisis situation."
Plus, college communicators also
say social media's relative simpliciry is
also driving the trend. Given that most
college communities already have some
place on Facebook where college students
congregate, getting access to the com-
munity-and getting information out
quickly and accurately-often only takes
a few key strokes.
"The locus of emergency communi-
cation should be in the social media com-
munity you have already developed," says
Eric Melcher, coordinator of communi-
cations and public relations, Volunteer
State Community College. "That's where
everyone will expect to see emergency
communication."
How to Use Social Media
Key tactics recommended by communi-
cations specialists when implementing
social media communications in college
emergency preparedness include the
following:
1. Make participation in emergency
preparedness mandatory. "You can't
register for classes until you give us an
emergency notification number" for texts
and other lorms of communication, says
Northwestern's Cubbage. "We've had zero
pushback from students on this. We've
found that students want to hear from us
in a crisis."
2. Preestablish a list oftrusted sources.
False rumors can be as dangerous as
the emergency itself. Preestablish the
authenticity of e-mail addresses, Twitter
handles, and the like for professors and
university officials who may or will play a
major role in a campus outreach when a
crisis occurs.
"I think the biggest mistake is not
having any redundancy in the systems,"
says Rhonda Weldon, director of com-
munications at the University of Texas,
Austin. "You cannot be effective if only
one person can access the communica-
tions channel. A1l of your communica-
tions systems should be at least three
deep in personnel who can activate and
send messages."
3. Preestablish predefined Twitter
hashtags for emergencies: Hashtags are
one ofthe easiest ways to unearth related
posts on Twitter. Type in #campusshoot-
erColumbia, and you'll be able to get
any posts related to a shooting on that
campus. Similar localized hashtags can
i
also be preestablishecl irncl controllecl by
\.our universitt' such as #por'veroutCo-
1un.rbia, +hailColumbia, #floodColumbia.
4. Precstablisl-r standard emergellcv rnes-
\.1SC5."\\c h.tre ternplrte. lor lc\1. t\rcct..
u,eb, e-nrails, computeI pop-r1p screens,
and public service announcements that
cover mo.re thtrn 40 cmcrgcncy scenarios,"
\Veldon savs.
5. L :c :oftrr itrc thlt broirtlel:t: itt
multiple social nrediir fbrmats: School-
Cast, Rar.e Alert, Blackboard (lonnect,
e2Carnpus, clescribeci belorv, all broadcast
emergency alerts anci upclates in n'ru1tip1e
fcrn-nats. "It's critical to have a tool that
allorvs tbr nrass colrmunication along
rnultiple forrnats such as e-rnail, tcxt,
and r.oice calls/rnesserges," savs Jac<1ue
N{ontgon'rer1., cxccutir.e director of conr-
munications ar-rcl rnedia at Univcrsitr. of
(lolorirdo. Denr.er.
6. Cross-trairr campus police in social
media. Cirmpus secr-rrity nccds to be con-
versant irr Facebook, T\'r.itter, and other
social meclia, ancl be trained to usc thern
during an erncrgcncl-. Security'officers at
\'rolunteer State, for cxample, har.e social
rneclia cornmunications training, accord-
ir-rg to Nlclcher.
"It is absolutely critical that unir.ersi
ties ancl colleges integrarte social nrediir
into exercise and tririning efforts, on an
ongoing basis, in orcler to ensure those
u,ho are responsible tbr using these tools
erre familiar, cornfortable, irncl able to use
social media in a metrnirrgfirl, safe, and
appropriate rrtr)'," says G&H's Cohen.
7. Use social rnedia listcnirrg softu.are:
Soflr'varre packagcs arc ar.ailable that al-
lo*. college comnrunications specialists
to troll social media fbr talk arbout an
institution, i ncl-rding arw crisis afoot.'I'l-rc
sanre softt'are can tre used to monitor
social meciia to determinc thc kind of
information a college campr-ls is hungr-v
for during alr emergenc)..
'At tl-re Unir.crsit,v of Texas, Austin,
rve use Hoot Suite Pro [http://hootsuitc.
corn/ ] to follot, l-rashtags irnd to post \{ith
n-rultiple accounts at once," sa,vs \\'eldon.
"\\ie're also setting up Radiern 6 lu,rvrr'.
salesforcemarketingcloucl.com/ ] right
norv, nhich rvill pror.ide us a real-time
sociirl listening tool which should help us
catch ncrr. issues as thev happen."
8. Consider pasting a QR codc on everv
c1on.n room door. Ql{ cocles are tr.to-
rlirncnrionll lr3;6otlcs tltat .art l.oittt
a user to a specilic, cmcrgencv infor-
rnation website nhen scanned rvith a
smartphorrc. QR codes are already being
used in some hotels to ofler emerger-rcy
infbrmation to guests on roorn cloors. )
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Discover the benefits of managing your campus with
a flexible and open solution! Join Mapcom's team for
this informative three-part webcast series.
For your convenience, each 30-minute webcast will be offered
at 11am and 2pm EDT on the days listed below:
Managing Campus OSP - July 17 or 18
Managing Campus ISP - August 14 or 15
lntegrating ITS and Space Management
- September 25 or 26
r t:
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The same codes can be pasted to the back
of every door room door for the same
purpose.
9. Consider a Twitter town hall on
emergency preparedness. Attending an
in-person town hall on emergency train-
ing has all the allure of a root canal for
many college students. You may get better
attendance if you hold the town hall on
Twitter-a fast, easn efficient alternative.
10. Evaluate available social media com-
munications suites: Here are a few to get
you started.
. CampusCast, HighGround Solutions
(www.highgroundsolutions.com/campus-
cast.asp): This sends emergency alerts to
multiple endpoints, including many social
networks, via the Web and via mobile
devices. It includes optional dissemina-
tion of weather info from the National
Weather Service during a weather crisis.
. Rave Alert, Rave Mobility Safety (www.
ravemobilesafety.com/): Rave broad-
casts to multiple endpoints, including
many social networks. It also offers
EyeWitness, which campus residents
can use to tip campus police via text to
suspicious activity.
. Blackboard Connect (www.blackboard.
com/Platforms/Connect/Products/
Blackboard-Connect.aspx): The soft-
ware broadcasts to multiple endpoints,
including social media.
. e2Campus 360 Safety Suite, e2Cam-
pus (wwwe2campus.com/notifi ca-
tion_services.htm) : The package offers
a multifaceted, interactive alert sytem.
Features include broadcast alert, which
sends custom or predefined messages via
text, voice, Facebook, Twitter, iGoogle,
website, and so on. It can also be used by
campus community to tip off campus
police via text message to suspicious
activity.
Conclusion
"This demographic (college students)
has grown up with the availability and
overwhelming presence of high-tech
media, smartphones, and 2417 Inter-
net connectivity," says Steven Charvat,
director of emergency management,
University of Washington. "We real-
ized many years ago that we must both
understand this new way of communi-
cating and harness its power to quickly
and effectively communicate with our
campus residents."
Joe Dysart is an lnternet speaker and
business consultant based in Manhattan.
Reach him at joe@ioedysarLcom.
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The Voire of Entelprise Gloud
A monthly report on cloud communications
for the enteprise.
Visit us at www.cloudreseller.com and www.telecomreseller.com
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Key Challenges
Business Model lnnovation
Livemocha an online social language
learning platform that illustrates the
potential role of lT in general and Cl0s
in particular in business model innovation : jXX!.!i';n,,
education. * Lowendahl
New disruptive education competitors emerge at an increasing rate, disturbing the status quo of the education eco-
system. Phenomena such as Livemocha, Khan Academy, and the growing number of massive open online courses
(MOOCs) show that information abundance and death of distance is changing the basis for the existence of many insti-
tutions.
The disruptive innovation pressure is so great that many academic leaders of traditional institutions are reluctantly
forced to accept a new language: the language ofbusiness.
With the traditional funding streams withering away at such great speed, academic institutions have to think about not
only how to cut cost, but, preferably, how to create new revenue that allows them to have sustained funding to deliver on
their mission-they have to think about their business model.
Real business-model innovation is often hard to do within existing institutions due to existing cost structures, estab-
lntroduction
Education institutions of today face a
pressure not seen before in their more
than 1,000-year continuous history. New
disruptive education competitors emerge
at an increasing rate, disturbing the
status quo of the education ecosystem.
Phenomena, such as Livemocha, Khan
Academy and, more recently, the many
MOOCs, show that information abun-
dance (as opposed to inlormation scar-
city) and death of distance (as opposed
to geographical constraints), driven by
information technology in general and
the Internet in particular, are changing
the basis for many institutions' existence.
This pressure is so great that many aca-
demic leaders of traditional institutions
are reluctantly forced to accept a new
language: the language of business.
With traditional funding streams
withering away at such great speed,
academic institutions have to think about
not only how to cut cost, but, preferably,
how to create new revenue that allows
Examples in Education
them to have sustained funding to deliver
on their mission, or put in other words-
they have to think about their business
model. Gartner's definition of a business
model is "how your business creates value
for its customers, and how it retains some
of that value."
Disruptive, and even substantial,
business-model innovation is hard to do
within existing institutions, as pointed
out by many scholars, including Clay-
ton Christensent. That is why we do
not usually see traditional institutions
(with a 1,000-year cultural legacy) being
prominent in disruptive innovation in the
education ecosystem. Instead, we see ten-
ured professors, such as Sebastian Thrun,
leaving Stanford to create startups like
Udacity, with the aim of going from teach-
ing 200 students to 200,000 per course.
Existing cost structures, established
processes and a dominant status quo
mindset are some key inhibitors of change.
Frequently, the advice for succeeding in
building on disruptive ideas is to start
a new organization, separate from the
mother institution to a varying degree.
In order to explore that path, we examine
a nontraditional education venture that
nonetheless is impacting how language
education is done in traditional educa-
tion institutions.
The example we use is Livemocha's
online social language learning platform,
which has followed a classic disruptive
innovation path through business model
innovation, based on going beyond mere
digitization and into digitalization. This
research is meant to inspire education
CIOs of traditional education institutions
to take a more active part in changing the
business model of the institution so that
it becomes more competitive and can
sustainably deliver on its mission. The
important caveat is lhat most existing
research and advice points to the fact that
real disruptive business model innovation
is extremely hard to do from within an
institution and most likely requires a new
organization with its own cost structure,
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Figure 1. Gartner Business
Model Framework
Source. Gartner l1/13)
We har.e de-
liberately used
a business-ori-
ented language
lvhere rve use
"business
executives" as
a term, rather
than "clean,"
"provost" or
just "acadcrnic
leader." I'his
is to pror.oke more thinking around each
leader's role in the evolution/revolutior.r
of thc ir-rstitution or its offspring. Figure 1
shorvs the six phases ofthe Gartner Busi-
ness Moclel Framelvork.
Case Study
Livemocha is an online social language
lean-ring plattbrn'r that r,r.as launched in
Scptember 2007. lt is based on the sirnple
idea that a good r.vay to learn zr ner,v lan-
guage is together with native spcakers
of tl-rat language.
Livemocha Business Model lnnovation
. Step l. Establish a social website ivith
some simple tools to facilitate language
lezrrning, such as basic flashcard-basccl lan-
guirge lessons; quiz tools; recording tools;
text, audio and video chat tools; cror,rd-
sourcing of translatiot-rs; and content.
The social er-wironment allou,s na-
tive speakers to provide ratings or other
feedback on how the lirnguage learner is
cloirrg. The language learner can pror.ide
reciprocal feedback on the quality of
the reviewer. All ratings arnd feedback are
measured bv "Mochapoints," rvhich spur
community members to perftrrrn and
engage. The prirnarv fur-rding mechanisn-r
at this stage is advertising. The calculated
levcl for a sustainable community/business
was 700,000 recurring users, arnd the result
was 1.85 million users in l 5 morrtl-rs.
. Step 2. Introdlrce brand cluality cor-r-
tent in five languages by teaming up rvith
publishers of language textbooks. Mash up
tl-re textbook content with the social learn
ing environment, and charge either a
yearly fiat fee or a month11. subscrip-
Thc 6rst collaboratiorr was r,vith Pear-
son on conversational English for $i19.95
per month or $149 per year. This lecl to
l-righer quality conlent that appealed to a
slightl,v higher customcr segment,
boosting the size of the community and
giving an additional rcvenue strcam
that eventuallv replaced the adr.ertising
revenue stream. I-ivemocha continued to
also offer fiee, flashcard-based language
lessons in over 30 languages, con'rbined
u,ith free ilccess to the comn'rur-rity of
native speakers. '1'his "freernir-rm" model
helped gron,the community to 5 million
users b,v January 2010.
. Step 3. Introciuce accreditecl teachers
for a fee to engage in both asynchronous
(for examplc, corrccting homework) and
synchronous (i.e., live r.irtual classcs)
language learning.
Here, the original iclea of hiring
teachers upfront clid not scale r,r,ith thc
needs for availability of the global com-
rnurrity, n,,r ditl it rnakc scrr'c lo tiE 1,,
salary cosls upfront.'l'he solution was to
build a "reversed micropayment" system,
lvhere registered accreclited teachers
got paid fbr every interactior-r they l'rad
rvith a student. This solution scaled both
from a teacher availability and financial
aspect. \fl'ren this rvas introduced, ll-re
community rvas about 3 n-rillion users, of
rvhich about 300,000 answered to a call
for accredited teachers. Additionally, the
freemium model evolr.cd into an "earn or
buy" ecos,vstem, nhich allou,ed learners
to purcl-rase premier content as a lvhole,
purchase bite-sized pieces using a virtual
currency (tokens), or unlock premier
content through rervarded activity rvithin
the commur-rity.
Thc results were.rrrother incr,'tre in
quality ol'Lhc l.rnguagc learning cxl,sri-
er-rce, a diversifictrtion of revcnue streams,
increased community activity, and an
even tighter relationsl'rip with ke,v spon
sors of thc community: tl're language
teachers. Language teachers did not onlv
use Lir.emocha in their orvn classrooms
as a complerlent to traditional teaching,
they aiso had the choice to make money
processes and tion fee to access the premicr content
pc.rplc. nru(lulcs.
by sirnply living out their passion for
language learning, together with students
all over the lrrorld. Toclan Lir.emocha has
more than 15 million users.
Continuous lncremental Business Model
lnnovati on
The classical journey of applying disrup-
tive innovation to language learning-
starting in conrpetitiorr ag.rinst norr-
consumption (see Note 2) outside the
traclitional classrooms-has resulted ir-r
Lir.cn'rocha becoming a language learn-
ing pla,ver that botl-r competes with and
enhances traditional pla,vers, including
unir.ersities. lncremental business model
in novation/impro\rement has continued
to strcngth(n I irenrochrr's compclili\c-
ness. Examples include:
. Collaborating rvith other business
model innovators, such as Urban Planet
Mobile, ivhich cleiivers language learning
over lorv tech/high-availability SN,IS/
ringtone functionality in mobile phones.
The collaboration has expanded t1-re
reach and functionalit,v of Livernocha.
. Lrtroducing products and services
for scl-rools ancl corporate language
Iearning, based on its learning platforn-r
ancl 15 millior-r-strong communit,y that
norv has about I million teachers and
1ir-rguists. (The latter refers to people rvho
are not accreditecl teachers but can show
documented special language profi-
ciency.) Livemocha can now hire teachers
based on these contracts, as re\renue
streafirs and lvorkloacl are predictirble. A
common denominator is the strength of
the larrguage lcarning communit,v that
Lir.emocha has built, u,hich enables it to
draw nerv collaborators, content provid-
ers and customers.
In the follorving section, we outline
some best practices Iearned frorn the
Livemocha case stucly, and some ad-
ditional education examples in all six
phases of the Gartncr Business Model
Framcu,ork.
Analysis
ldeate: Combine 0ld Praclices With New
Technology lor a New Business Model
r -Business Model Phase Definition-
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Ideate: Where ideas come from, how
decisions are made, and how enterprise
leadership becomes informed and uses
this information to make decisions
Livemocha was born from the idea of
the old master/apprentice learning model
expanded through social software. The
idea was formed by professionals already
steeped in IT startup ventures and
well-versed in technology. In this case,
the learning idea was old, but the tech-
nology made it new and scalable. This is
a common trait in the Internet era, where
simple, old ideas get new life through
new technological capabilities. There
is no certain way of finding these new
combinations. However, it is possible
to increase the success rate by allowing
strong industry professionals and IT
professionals to mix and providing them
with innovation tools that enable them
to quickly sift through and analyze new
combinations of capabilities.
r Key Thke-Away for a Tiaditional Educa-
tion Institution
The implication for traditional educa-
tion institutions and their leadership is
that having IT-sawy executives at the
senior management table is a key way to
be informed about trends, bring in tech-
nology early, and find new combinations
of old education practices (pedagogy)
and new technology. Give the education
CIO a seat at the table.
Other examples of business model in-
novation ideation include:
. MOOCs (such as Udacity and Cours-
era) that use such IT tools as podcasts
and social software to massively scale
courses to several hundred thousand.
Key elements are automation and social
learning.
. Urban Planet Mobile, which delivers
language learning over low-tech/high-
availability SMS/ ringtone functionality
in mobile phones.
. P2PU, which crowdsources content
and relies on individual people who need
to learn or want to teach.
Greale: Leverage Others' Strengths
r Business Model Phase Definition-
Create: How the product or service is
produced and how internal operations
are run
A key part of Livemocha's business
model is partnering with other players,
both inside and outside the education
ecosystem, and leveraging their strengths.
For high-quality content and teaching
experiences, it has collaborated with
publishers Pearson and HarperCollins,
and, more recently, with many freelance
teachers and content authors who are
experts in their fields. On the distribu-
tion side, Livemocha has partnered with
representatives of different media, such as
Urban Planet Mobile, which distributes
language lessons via SMS, and of different
distribution methods, such as daily deals
(for example, Groupon) that market Live-
mocha's products to new audiences.
r Key Thke-Away for a Traditional Educa-
tion Institution
The implication for traditional educa-
tion institutions and their leadership is
that the traditional integrated business
model is breaking up. The institutional
leadership should seek partners who are
more efficient or have a brand or special
capability that can be leveraged to gain
competitive advantage. The education
CIO will evaluate and execute IT integra-
tion with business partners, as well as
plan and execute an IT sourcing strategy.
The twist in this case is that Livemocha
can change from a language learning
competitor to an excellent partner for
lead generation in recruiting new stu-
dents for online and on-campus educa-
tion. Marketing to the right community
is a key capability in the new digitalized
education ecosystem.
Other examples of business model in-
novation creation include the following:
. 2U (formerly 2tor), which helps
institutions go online by using institution
curriculum and professors, while provid-
ing everything else, such as marketing,
student administration, and learning
platforms
. Pearson, which provides proctored
physical test sites to Udacity students who
want certificates for passing courses
. Community colleges that are intro-
ducing flipped classrooms-for example,
based on iTunes U or MOOC courses-to
increase the focus on teacher/student
mentoring.
Engage: Engaging ls the Business Model
Business Model Phase Delinition
r Engage: How the customer interacts
with the business, including push and
pull marketing and Iogistics
The core of Livemocha's business
model is to engage. In many respects, the
community is Livemocha, and the key is
to constantly retain individuals and grow
the community (farm and hunt). The key
marketing tool is word of mouth, which
is the very essence of a vibrant com-
munity and also the main key to recruit
new students. However, Livemocha is
constantly analyzing how the community
interacts and how the language learners
achieve their goals. It is then using this
data to personalize the experience ofthe
individual and facilitate social exchange
using more of the social software "tools"
available on the net in order to reta.in
individuals.
A critical success factor was that,
beforehand, Livemocha estimated the
critical mass of its community and
worked hard to get to the point where
there would be a self-sustaining commu-
nityby designing social structures (such
as the submission/review Ioop, in which
students help each other learn) that keep
the community engaged with their learn-
ing and with each other.
r Key Take-Away for a Traditional Educa-
tion Institution
The main implication for traditional
education institutions and their leader-
ship is that engaging the student (and
teacher) and keeping them engaged
are critical competitive capabilities for
traditional education institutions. This
means that social software is playing
an increasing role for both traditional
and continuous learning, recruiting and
alumni engagement. The implication for
the education CIO is a need to master the
social software "toolbox." Other examples
of business model innovation engage-
ment include:
. PlPIJ is a good example of an
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engaged social community that is the busi-
ness model.
. A more traditional example of an
engagement model that is adapted to the
death-of-distance online-learning market
is the emphasis of for-profit institutions
on marketing and ease of access. Many
U.S. for-profit institutions spend four
times more on marketing than not-for-
profit institutions. They also allow enroll-
ment as often as every second week to
provide timely education and to improve
admission rates.
0ffer: The "Topic" Gommunity ls the
Service
r Business Model phase Definition
Offer: The products, services, communi-
ties and customer experience
At the heart of Livemocha's offer is
the community, particularly the access to
native speakers of a language or accredited
teachers engaging in personal Iearning.
The sheer size ofthis language focused
community is the key asset that guarantees
individual learners, traditional school stu-
dents and corporate learners quick access
to the appropriate support.
To increase the value of its offer and
provide more reasons to join the com-
munity, Livemocha is seeking and adding
components such as crowdsourced "flash-
cards," branded content from publishers,
and new distribution channels/peda-
gogical models, such as SMS/ringtones, all
focused on language learning. A particu-
larly good value-add was introducing the
ability for accredited-language teachers to
get micropaid for engaging with learners,
which further motivated loyalty of this key
constituency of the community.
r Key Thke-Away for a Traditional Educa-
tion Institution
The implication for traditional educa-
tion institutions and their leadership is the
necessity of a keen understanding of the
key constituents of the offer. Where does
the topic learning value come from?
Professors/teachers, "native" masters in
the workforce, traditional publishers,
Open Educational Resources or even
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crowdsourcing. The heaviest burden in
this business model innovation phase
clearly falls on the business executives.
The general implication for the educa-
tion CIO is to build the digitized business
infrastructure that enables the digitalized
offers and enables the institution to stay
flexible for the future. The more specific
implication is that the education CIO of
the future must learn the "business" to be
able to better contribute at the executive
tab1e.
Other examples of business model
innovation offerings include:
. Statistics.com is an excellent example
of how death of distance allows a very
specialized education institution, which
could not exist if there were geographical
constraints on its enrollment and hiring,
to exist. Its value proposition is that many
ordinary institutions deliver statistics ed-
ucation with nonspecialized mathematics
professors while Statistics.com delivers it
with statistics specialists from renowned
universities or the workplace. Statistics.
com would not be able to achieve critical
mass in students nor have access to the
specialized talent in the pre-Internet
world. Yet, it is basically modeled on an
old idea: the correspondence university.
. The Stanford Peace Innovation
Course in the spring of 2008 was another
good example where social learning was
achieved through open Web tools, such as
Google Docs, Facebook, SurveyMonkey,
and wikis. Anyone could join the course,
but the key intention was to involve ac-
tive peace workers from the field, inject-
ing real-world experience in the class and
thereby making the class more valuable.
. Udemy and Straighterline are ex-
amples of for-profit companies that have
provided professors and other topic ex-
perts with a convenient platform to teach
online and charge for it, should they
want to. With Straighterline, instructors
can pick their own tuition premiums, an
amount that will be added on top of the
base fee of $49 per course and $99 per
month for enrolling. Udemy takes a 30
percent cut of what the professor makes
on the courses. This model aims to en-
sure a steady content flow to these online
learning sites.
Monetize: Create Many Revenue
Slreams With Low Thresholds
r Business Model Phase Definition
Monetize: How value is exchanged and
transferred among customers, companies
and others, including funding, pricing
and payment
The Livemocha business model is
clearly focused on a low barrier of entry
with a freemium model at its core. The
initial business model depended on
advertising but has gradually evolved to
focus more on selling tokens and sub-
scriptions and rewarding community ac-
tivity to gain access to premium content.
Constant evolution of the pricing models
helps lower the entry barrier. Decreasing
the price as the community grows and
introducing "free" tokens on joining and
for specific community activities help
grow the community even more while
maintaining the overall sustainability.
A key enabler in this pricing modei is
the ability to cost-effectively handle
micropayments.
A special innovative twist in the
Livemocha case is the inverted use of
micropayments to remunerate accredited
teachers for engaging with learners. On
the basis of the sustainable commu-
nity and pricing model, Livemocha has
been able to enter more traditional B2B
contracts with schools and corporations,
adding yet another revenue stream.
r Key Thke-Away for a Traditional Educa-
tion Institution
The implication for traditional edu-
cation institutions and their leadership is
that the pricing model is the key part of
the sustainability of the business model.
Careful choices need to be made to fit the
institution's business model, and those
choices can have a big impact on IT. For
example, the more the institution model
relies on volume, the more important IT
wiil become. The important role of the
education CIO is then to help keep the
cost per transaction low and constantly
Ilook at convenient-yet secure-ways of
exchanging money.
Other examples of business model
innovation monetization include:
. 2U uses a clear-cut revenue-sharing
model that makes it very easy for insti-
tutions to enter a joint venture, as no
upfront investments are needed.
. Urban Planet Mobile's approach to
monetizing is to use very low-cost sub-
scriptions (less than US$2.00 a month in
Indonesia), collaborating with telcos for
marketing and charging mechanisms.
. MOOCs are struggling to find a sus-
tainable monetizing model, but innova-
tive suggestions are plenty. Currently, the
most promising innovation is in recruit-
ment or referral. For example, Coursera
is experimenting with "Coursera Career
Servicesj'an opt-in schema for selling
information about students matching
certain criteria in certain geographies
to companies. Udacity has indicated
that social and teamwork skills can be
predicted by a student's involvement in
helping other students, as documented by
the MOOCs' social environment.
Adapt: Adapt 0ften and Ouickly, Never
Losing Sight ol the Job to Get Done
r Business Model Phase Definition
Adapt: How the enterprise learns and
executes change
At the heart of Livemocha's success
Iies the ability to adapt. The best example
is the case where Livemocha realized
that the original business model calling
for hiring accredited teachers in a more
conventional way did not scale. Their
quick response, which did not lose sight
of the job to get donel was to devise the
reversed micropayment schema and
"advertise" for accredited teachers in their
own community. In addition, they have
a constant adaption process building on
the large social community that gener-
ates large datasets that can be harvested
to continuously improve the learning
and socialization offer. Furthermore, they
have partnered with universities to do
comparative research on the Livemocha
language learning versus traditional lan-
guage learning, using the results to adapt
and build brand.
r Key Thke-Away for a Tiaditional Educa-
tion Institution
The implication for traditional education
institutions and their leadership is first
and foremost that the leadership needs
to fully understand their chosen busi-
ness model in general and "the job to get
done"t in particular. Then they have to
develop a fast decision process that en-
ables quick course correction if a chosen
strategy does not work. The education
CIO must master capabilities such as
big data, which becomes key ro attaining
faster data-driven decision processes that
can generate digitalized competitiveness
in the education ecosystem.
Other examples of business model
innovation adaptation include:
. Pearson, a publisher, is an interesting
player in the education ecosystem that
has realized, over time, that it needs to
provide its content (textbooks) in a con-
text to get closer to its consumers and add
more value. Pearson has, therefore, over
the years, added more and more context
capabilities through acquisitions, such as
Fronter (a Iearning management system),
and collaboration with Livemocha. Even-
tually, Pearson went all the way to deliver
education directly to 40,000 high school
students through the acquisition of Con-
nections Education, which gives Pearson
lotal control of the context.
. Arizona State University (ASU)
represents a case of taming potentially
disruptive technology for sustaining in-
novation and adaption. ASU bought the
Knewton Adaptive Learning Platform to
offer low-cost remedial training that will
help in driving retention up and, thereby,
increasing tuition in the long run.
Bottom Line
In the past decades (even centuries), a
handful of higher education business
models have dominated the market, Ieav-
ing few choices for prospective students.
Our Livemocha case story, together with
the case examples in this research, shows
that the education ecosystem is ripe for
disruptive innovation, with a prolifera-
tion of education business models as a
consequence.
The key advice to traditional institu-
tions trying to come up with a disruptive
business model innovation is to try the
business model out in a self-sufficient
organization (subsidiary) to decouple
it from existing cost structures and
mindsets. However, the general inten-
tion of this case study is to inspire and
add several new perspectives, tools, and
potential revenue streams 
- 
in short in-
novative business models 
- 
that can help
traditional institutional players reform
and stay competitive in the expanding
education ecosystem.
To put things in perspective, Livemo-
cha can be seen as a sustainable business
model evolution for MOOCs (it certainly
has the size), where students come and
learn a topic at their own pace from
masters of that topic, instead of centering
it on a company and separate courses (or
even geographical sites, such as campuses
in the case oftraditional institutions). It is
interesting to note that Livemocha existed
before the MOOCs entered the stage.
"The future is already here. It's just not
very ewnly distributed." 
-William Gibson
"'Disruptive Innovation" and the "lob to Get
Done": In several places, this research makes
use of language introduced by professor
Clalton Christiansen in several of his books
regarding "disruptive innovation." For a
generic overview of the disruptive innovation
framework, see "The Innovator's Solution:
Creating and Sustaining Successful Growth," by
C.M. Christensen and M.E. Raynor, Harvard
Business School Press, September 2003.
For a specific application on higher education,
see "The Innovative University: Changing the
DNA of Higher Education from the Inside
Outi'by C.M. Christensen and H.l. Eyring,
Jossey-Bass, July 201 1.
For an excellent public domain compendium
on the topic of disruptive innovation in higher
education, see "Disrupting Co1lege," by C.M.
Christensen, M.B. Horn, L. Soares and L. Cal-
dera, Center for American Progress, February
20tt.
@ 2013 Gartner, Inc. and/or its affiliates.
All rights reserved. Gartner is a registered
trademark of Gartner, Inc. or its affiliates. Visit
http://www. gartner. com/technolo gylabout.
jsp. Published lanuary 18,2013 by Gartner;
reprinted with permission.
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lUanyWare at lndiana University
lnnovative model allows education to
thrive for all by removing barriers of
cost, tim
than 200 applications, including Adobe
Creative Suite, Microsoft Office, various
stat/math packages like SPSS, and special-
ized departmental apps, through the
IUanyWare portal (iuanl"ware.iu.edu).
IU's purchase of enterprise licenses
sets the university apart from its peers,
allowing all students, staff, and faculty
members to make IUanyWare their cus-
tomary computing environment on any
device. By offering a level of choice and
access that few institutions can match,
this innovative and proven model allows
education to thrive for all by removing
barriers of cost, timing, and location.
Unlike other higher-education initia-
tives of this scope, many of the resources
needed for IUanyWare came through
reallocating, restructuring, and retooling
existing staff, processes, and resources.
For example, a University Information
Technology Services (UITS) senior sup-
port adviser developed sufEcient skills to
serve as the project's principal enterprise
systems engineer. Many other staff have
sought professional development oppor-
tunities in the new environment, so the
university does not have to seek outside
talent.
None of these achievements would
have been possible without edge, lever-
age, and trust (ELI)-an evolving model
of support that grew out of IU's strategic
plan for IT, Empowering People (EP),
which proposed collaboration as an
efficient and economical way to develop
IT resources. IUanyWare is IU's first ELI
project, involving 118 members, only 15
of whom were from UITS, IUt central
IT organization. Instead of UITS doing
research, negotiating products, planning
implementation, and selling it to the
community, the community was already
involved and pushing the project to
completion.
Inluly 2012, IU received a 2012
Campus Technology Innovators
Award (http://campustechnology.com/
articles I 2012 I 06 I 27 I 2}L2-innovators-
indiana-university.aspx) for the devel-
opment of lUanyWare. The Innovators
Award recognizes universities that deploy
extraordinary technology solutions to
meet campus challenges. IUanyWare
was also featured on an in-flight video
for Delta Air Lines'flights during two
months of 2012.
Planning, Leadership, and Management
Support
When founded, UITS served IU top-
down as the central and sole provider of
enterprise IT resources and solutions.
In the 1990s, the organization seeded a
program that encouraged schools and
departments to hire their own IT staff
to augment UITS resources and provide
on-site, hands-on help to their own end
users (mainly by loading software, han-
dling securitS and providing training). In
this distributed computing model, these
"edge" IT staffwere a culture separate
from UITS, with minimal interaction.
After two decades of provision-
ing campus desktops via a high-touch,
distributed model, IU sought a more
efficient mechanism that would scale
to meet demand, provide agility and
flexibility, and free IT staff from the
!nstitutional Excellence Award 2013
ing, and location.
Receiving the lnstitutional Excellence Award for lndiana UniversiU's
lUanyWare project were Jennifer Van Horn, Sue Workman, Pete
Bucklin, and Duane Schau.
fuurrywu.. is an enterprise cloud-
based service that provides Indiana
University's students, faculty, and staff
with on-demand access to hundreds
of software applications. IU began
developing IUanyWare in March 2010,
and moved the service into production
in the fall of 2012. With IUanyWare,
IU enables its I 10,000+ students plus
all faculty and staff to access critical
software, cloud storage (50 Gb on Box at
IU), and printing tools on any personal
device (including PCs, Macs, tablets, and
smartphones).
IUanyWare runs on virtual technol-
ogy from IU's primary Data Center in
Bloomington, using Indiana's I-Light
Th,11.ks,t9 Pinnlcle, network to reach all eight campuses
a Windstream Com-
pany, for sponsoring across the state' This means the IU com-
this award. munity has on-demand access to more
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l
repetitive maintenance and update cycle
to focus on innovation. In keeping with
EP principles, a culture of collaboration
took shape in the IT Managers Council,
an advisory committee of IT leaders
from all campuses, various schools and
departments, and a few ex officio UITS
teams. The council was created to help
operationalize the values of partnership
embodied in ELT. Trust, the leasr tangible
and most fragile element in ELI, is a
prerequisite to introducing change in an
organization or a culture. The concept of
One IU Il developed by the IT Manag-
ers Council, helped IT staff across IU
view themselves as one community with
shared goals and, over time, build rela-
tionships of trust.
The council soon recognized that the
time was right to investigate an enterprise
system for provisioning desktops and
applications across the university. Some
edge IT staffhad created successful
single-use virtualization solutions for
their departments, which led them to
suggest that the council look into vir-
tualization technologies as a desktop
management solution. A group then
formed the Client Endpoint Virtual-
ization (CEV) Committee to cvaluate
virtualization as a possible enterprise
solution.
Some 1 1 B IT staff (only 15 rep-
resenting UITS) made up the project
team. Given their majority and abil-
ity to gain trust, edge staffwere the
natural choice to lead the project. The
committee's loose internal structure
looked nothing like the traditional bu-
reaucratic development process, where
each role is defined and assigned. The
project lead was a persuasive virtual-
ization advocate who recruited many
committee members and built support
beyond the committee. Three subcom-
mittees-software, product evalua-
tion, and licensing-were each led by
an edge staff member with expertise
in the area. The project lead and two
other edge staff, also known technical
experts who believed virtuaiization
could effectively serve the university's
mission, led the subcommittees.
The fact that only a few staff members
were assigned full-time to the project
could have hindered progress, but the
committee's size became an advantage.
As some staff stepped back, others came
forward. \\4ren new skills or roles were
needed, motivated staff eager to learn or
assume more responsibility found op-
portunities for professional development.
Additional gains include:
. Professionaldevelopmentopportuni-
ties for committee participants
. Creation ofstrong support networks
across departments, schools, and cam-
puses
. A more unified IT team, feeding into
the One IU IT initiative
. A conviction that virtualization tech-
nology can effectively serve the univer-
sity's teaching and research missions
A dedicated 14-person core of
leaders from the edge and from UITS
also emerged to make decisions, write
summaries, and give progress reports,
while the subcommittee leaders provided
momentum and inspiration.
To manage decision making, the com-
mittee adapted a successful model from
the collaborative process used in develop-
ing EP:
' Parameters were set for discussion.
' Open channels were established for
input and feedback from all committee
members and interested IT staff.
' Decisions were in the hands of the
few-the project lead and the chairs of
the other two subcommittees.
IUanyWare teaches us two things: ELI
is not a "one-size-fits-all" solution, and
there is no playbook for collaboration.
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Evaluating virtualization technologies for
use across the enterprise was high stakes
and high risk for a variety of reasons'
' A project of this significance, led by
edge staff, was unprecedented and pre-
sented an alternative to the typical UITS
top-down development model.
' The edge and UITS had never col-
laborated at this scale.
' The committee combined two differ-
ent cultures: the structured center and
the independent edge.
' Virtualization was uncharted, so the
long-familiar development model with
its clear-cut roles and responsibilities did
not apply.
' The commit-
a a a a o o o a o a o o a a teehadtocreate
both itself and the
Today's students expect to be solution it hoped
able to download and use apps on to pioneer'
demand from any location on any vendors-
device, trom smartphones and tab- ::l:*''nhad participated
lets to laptops and desktops. lu's on a project of
virtuafized application delivery to this scale-need-
all taculty, statf, and students via ed protection of
an enterprise cloud service has all proprietary
met those expectations. information'
The project
also faced the
challenge of basic
terminology.
What exactly does "virtualization" mean?
The concept has different meanings to
different people, even among techies.
What can be virtualized? Why doesn't the
current reality match our expectations?
What can we promise various audiences
given different security requirements like
HIPAA and FERPA?
One of the first decisions the com-
mittee faced was determining whether
a solution based on virtualization was
feasible. Here again the committee's size
proved beneficial. The range and depth of
technical knowledge, not to mention the
variety of perspectives at the table, helped
the committee declare that the time was
right to investigate a solution involving
virtualization:
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. Virtualization technology was now
viable.
. IU's IT infrastructure of networks, su-
percomputers, storage, and support was
aligned.
. Edge staff had been successful in
single-use instances of virtualization.
. Early adopters ofvirtualization were
enthusiastic, and other departments were
waiting in line.
. IT center and edge staffhad built
sufficient trust that IU could now con-
sider a unified technology for managing
personal computing.
. Economic realities supported a lever-
aged environment across IU.
The initiative also addressed action
items 7, 22b,27, and 29 in Empowering
People, meaning it would likely gain the
backing of university and IT leadership.
. Action 7: IU should maintain and
refresh its IT infrastructure by consoli-
dating enterprise-scale (multicampus)
services for software systems, server and
data hosting, networks, backup, messag-
ing, support services, and training, while
also enabling innovative departmental-
scale technology services provided at the
edge.
. Action 22b: Technologies such as
desktop virtualization should be explored
to help reduce the costs and extend the
life cycles of personal computing devices.
. Action 27: IU should continue to
pioneer and provision effective means of
user support through advanced tools for
self-service and connection to IU experts
to help faculty, staff, and students effec-
tively use IT. IU should continue its work
as a support infrastructure provider for
national research projects and services.
. Action 29: UITS should expand its
formal and informal engagements with
the lU community to ensure continuous,
timely dialogue, and flow of information
to eflectively adapt IT services to user
needs.
To move from theory to practice, the
committee needed to test virtualization at
an enterprise scale. The single-use cases
the edge had created did not prepare
IT to develop, install, and conflgure an
enterprise prototype. The CEV Com-
mittee turned to a consulting source for
help defining the basic criteria for an
RFP seeking vendors who would build
prototypes on-site. Committee mem-
bers tested and compared three vendor
prototypes in actual use cases to find the
best fit for IU's needs, fiscal reality, and IT
infrastructure.
The chosen vendor then spent an
initial 12 weeks on-site refining the
prototype in preparation for installation.
Engineers from IU sat alongside vendor
engineers as they designed and rolled out
the prototype, observing and record-
ing the steps and the decisions behind
them. Today IU engineers can handle
much of the engineering and architecture
themselves. Hands-on learning alongside
the experts in IU's own environment pre-
sented a rare professional development
opportunity.
Promotion ol Technology and Maturity
ol Eflort
Indiana University has long prided itself
in offering world-class, award-winning
technology to our community. Broad-
based collaboration and leveraging of
technologies has helped IU stay current
with industry and market technologies. It
has also allowed the university to become
a leader in virtualization technology
for higher education. In fact, IUany-
Ware's availability to more than 130,000
students, faculty, and staff across eight
campuses makes it the first virtualization
initiative to succeed at an institution of
IU's size and scope.
Most large research universities still
maintain a very decentralized approach
to managing personal computers. This
made sense in the 1990s when university
staff had to be experts about the entire
PC life cycle (from ordering to mainte-
nance). Even at IU, close to 100 separate
IT shops emerged to handle all of this for
their departments. Where IU separates
itselffrom other universities is the recog-
nition that, after two decades, these duties
(duplicated across departments and cam-
puses) signaled a new role for technology
and an area ripe For innovation.
Not only was IU working too hard
and using more resources than necessary,
it was also ignoring a student body that
thought differently about computers.
Planning involved every major adminis_
trative and educational unit, and focused
on increasing efficiencies and encourag_
ing innovation. Involving commun ity
members up front also led to increased
adoption, as constituents felt true owner-
ship. Ultimately, it took the large-systems
expertise of UITS combined with the
local knowledge and perspectives of IT
staff on the edge to create a solution agile
enough to serve both the broad needs
and the multiple, specific needs across IU.
Moreover, it took the many trust relation_
ships ofboth groups to successfully work
through the countless challenges on the
way to that solution.
One of the most difficult parts of IT
change is selling it to users. Rolling out a
new technology can entail hosting focus
groups and town halls and developing
communication plans, announcements,
and other publicity, all in service of
preparing the audience. Thanks to the
edge, the solution is selling itselfvia
the peer network of early adopters who
vouch for virtualization. In the words of
one edge staff member, "Instead of ask-
ing ourselves how we can build interest,
we're now wondering how we can meet
demand."
From this experience, team members
have learned the advantages of collabo-
ration. Between edge and center lies a
deeper understanding of each othert pri-
orities, audiences, and challenges. In tack_
ling technical challenges, people made
connections and formed networks of
expertise to leverage in the future. Many
gained a new appreciation for the caliber
ofprofessionals across IT and pride in
the IT community. This enlarged col-
lective perspective blurs the boundaries
between center and edge. Staff have a new
expectation for the work of the future:
not as silos, but as one community. The
gains extend beyond the virtualization
solution to include abundant opportuni-
ties for professional development, the
creation of strong support networks, and
a more unified IT community.
Today's students expect to be able
to download and use apps on demand
from any location on any device, from
smartphones and tablets to laptops and
desktops. IU's virtualized application de-
livery to all faculty, staff, and students via
an enterprise cloud service has met those
expectations. IUanyWare is designed to
provide this freedom, while ensuring the
)
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Figure 1. Performance metrics
security of user applications and access to
storage and printing resources. Further-
more, the initiative improves operational
ef6ciencies without insisting on a uni-
form IT environment. Instead, the service
targets a bring-your-own-device (BYOD)
model deFned by the user communitY
itself instead of university technology
staff.
0uality, Perlormance, and Ploductivity
Measurements
IU technologists designed IUanyWare in
three phases to ensure that it could de-
liver applications to any consumer device
anytime, anl,where.
of the CPU resources of the four-socket
Dell PowerEdge R810, the two-socket
R810 was able to host approximately
75 percent of the maximum users of its
four-socket counterpart. IU technologists
used this analysis to make the following
adjustments to IUanyWare's core infra-
structure:
. Upgrade to XenServer 6.0.
. Use two-socket servers for XenApp.
. Replace and repurpose the existing
four-socket Dell PowerBdge R810s with
two-socket RB10s for hosting the XenApp
Resource Pool.
. Keep the Infrastructure Resource Pool
on the existing four-socket RB10s.
These modifications Provided the
most effective use of server hardware re-
sources, and helped maximize the density
of IUanyWare's XenApp 6 environment.
ln August 2012, IUanYWare started
phase III, the Production mode. The
team found that pinpointing system
stability issues was key to maintaining
a high-performance virtual environ-
ment. IU purchased SysTrack software to
analyze system performance, event log
entries, application performance, system
changes, and memory leaks (including
the "per-process" Blackbox Data Recorder
for root cause). This software allows for
continuous performance adj ustments.
Since entering Production, IUanY-
Ware's use has risen steadily across the
IU comrnunity. Currently, the service is
adding approximately 1,000 new users
per week. Current performance metrics
include the information in Figure 1.
IUanyWare will be included in a range
of surveys in 2013 to help determine the
future direction of feature and hardware
updates. The most important will be the
UITS annual satisfaction survey, which
gauges the opinions of students, faculty,
and staff on all eight IU campuses. Other
surveys currently under way include:
. Thin-client adoption in student tech-
nology labs as a replacement to standard
computers.
. Thin-ciient adoption for public info-
stations.
UITS also created the Mobile Tech-
nology Showcase for exploration and
evaluation of new technologies. The
UITS Student IT Ambassadors' an un-
dergraduate organization that Promotes
IT at IU and collects Peer feedback,
demonstrates lhe I UanyWare environ-
ment in high-traffic areas such as campus
libraries. The ambassadors encourage fel-
low students to check out technology that
was previously available only in physical
student labs. Since IUanyWare went into
production in fall 2012, the response
from participants has been overwhelm-
ingly positive.
Cost, Benelit, and Risk AnalYsis
IUanyWare enhances the productivity of
faculty, staff, and students, giving them
accesi to required resources anytime
using a device of their choosing. By
reducing its investment in end-point
technology, IU is:
. Reallocating IT professional support
for higher-priority tasks.
. Leveragingdiscipline-specihcsoft-
ware licensing (such as SPSS, SAS, etc.)
for courses to lower instailation costs.
. Analyzing software use bY depart-
ments and individuals to determine how
many iicenses are actually used.
. Improving life-cyc1e funding through
user segmentation, helping IU evolve
away from the "one device fits a11" ap-
proach (i.e., data entry workers may only
need a $200 thin-client device instead of
a $1,500 machine).
. Reducingadministrativeoverhead
(no-touch management): New model
computing simply requires powering up
an on-desk thin client. The box is seif-
configuring for patches and security, and
it provides more than 100 software appli-
cations, unified printing, and enterprise
storage with no need for IT support'
. Reducing tech restrictions: More
courses are embracing a BYOD environ-
ment, especially now that students can
Phase I (http://uits.iu.edu/page/
bcuy) focused on the analysis, design, and
build of the system's core infrastructure.
Beginning August 201 1 , phase II (http://
uits.iu.edu/page/azor) shift ed attention to
scalability testing and preproduction beta
to determine the appropriate hypervisor
and hardware platform. In socket server
tests, XenServer 6.0 provided the best
scalability, offering a 37.5 percent increase
over XenServer 5.6.2 and a 10 percent
increase over VMware vSPhere 4.1.
Phase II results also showed that
the XenServer and vSphere hypervisors
were unable to effectively use additional
resources from the new generation of
four-socket servers. With only 40 percent
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access discipline-specific software on any
operating system.
. Guaranteeing HIPAA compliance for
medical applications (such as Axiom) by
storing data in a closed, secure environ-
ment.
Benelits: Sludents
On IU's two core campuses in Blooming-
ton and Indianapolis, there are more than
70,000 students and only 2,800 comput-
ers available in labs. With IUanyWare,
students can take their lab to go, freeing
them to study and collaborate from
home, the library, a coffee shop, or wher-
ever they choose. This mobility eliminates
the need to visit campus labs that are of-
ten filled to capacity, or purchase specific
hardware to run the software required
for their studies. It is also a great benefit
to nontraditional students-particularly
those on regional campuses-who face
timing and logistical challenges related to
travel, child care, and employment.
IU students can also access IUany-
Ware applications using consumer
devices they already own, including Macs,
PCs, iOS and Android devices, and tablets
such as the Kindle Fire. With a BYOD
environment, IU students are able to save
money while gaining a more convenient
and productive educational experience-
which in turn helps IU compete for,
retain, and better prepare more students
than ever.
lUanyWare will also have a positive
impact on visually disabled students, who
use campus computer labs to browse the
Web, research, and study. In the past, IT
staff had to load software such as JAWS-
a comprehensive screen-reading program
for low-vision and blind users-individu-
ally on each computer. They then had to
monitor the effect of operating system
patches on the software. IUanyWare plans
will allow students to access this software
anytime, anywhere, and with ease.
Benelits: Faculty
In courses requiring specialty software,
professors often spend the first two days
of class walking students through instal-
lation. IUanyWare restores valuable class
time by allowing professors and students
to access applications virtually. The
service also features convenient options
for storage and collaboration-including
Box at IU (50GB), SharePoint My Site,
IU file shares, Dropbox, Google Drive,
and SkyDrive. The cloud storage service
ensures that our educators have access to
all the files they need, when and where
they need them.
Additionally, IUanyWare boosts flex-
ibility. Faculty can teach from an iPhone
using a projection screen, access the
service via thin clients, and run mul-
tiple versions of the same software even
after upgrades are issued. For instance,
IUanyWare allows users to choose
between both Windows 7 andB environ-
ments, which meets students'desires for
the latest and greatest while eliminating
disruptive changes for faculty.
Benelits: Stafl
It is vital that IU staff have the tools to
keep the university running in any situ-
ation. IUanyWare provides staff with the
resources they need to be productive in
times of campus closure or other events
that disrupt work-from flu pandemics
and weather emergencies to telecommut-
ing and travel. IUanyWare also helps IU
lower hardware and support costs while
redeploying IT resources through more
efficient management. This frees the IU
technology staff lor new innovations,
such as the recent development of a nurs-
ing simulation lab on the Indianapolis
campus.
Customer Satislaction and Besults to
Date
IUanyWare will be part of the 2013 UITS
annual satisfaction survey, which collects
feedback from students, faculty, and staff
on all eight IU campuses. However, the
initiative has already received positive
feedback from a number of schools and
departments across the university:
. The Kelley School ofBusiness has
lifted technology restrictions for K201
(The Computer in Business), a required
course that enrolls nearly 2,000 students
each semester. The course uses Windows-
only software such as SPSS and JMP to
help students solve complex business
problems. With IUanyWare, students can
access this software on any device with
almost any operating system.
. IU's School of Public and Environ-
mental Affairs (SPEA) has one com-
puter lab with 12 computers loaded with
discipline-specific software unavailable
for fee-free download. SPEAs 650 gradu-
ate students frequently endure long waits
to use these machines. IUanyWare allows
them to access these resources they need
aq.,v'rhere, any time.
. Now that IU Kokomo's 3,700 un-
dergraduate and graduate students have
virtual access to lab software through
IUanyWare, its laptop software installa-
tion service is no longer necessary.
. Mac users (with OSX and iOS
devices) can now use IUanyWare to gain
real-time access to Windows applica-
tions using their preferred technologies,
rather than seeking out PCs to run course
software.
. IU's self-service storage configurator
(cloudstorage.iu.edu) allows each IUany-
Ware user to choose on-premises or pub-
lic storage customized to their preference.
The application, developed in-house at
Indiana University, is one of the primary
drivers to IUanyWare adoption.
For more information about this proiect,
contact Sue Workman at sbworkma@
iu.edu.
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